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ABSTRACT 
Animated choropleth maps allow for the compilation of potentially massive time-
series datasets which can portray space-time change in a congruent manner. They are also 
becoming increasingly common for data visualization. When users view and interact with 
these maps, however, there is the likelihood that the human cognitive-perceptual system 
may be overwhelmed by a large number of simultaneous changes in each scene: this so-
called ‘change blindness’ is a common malady when viewing successive scenes, unless 
scene-to-scene graphical changes are salient enough to attract the fixation of the user. 
Even then, there may be a limit to the number of simultaneous changes that the user can 
perceive. This thesis examined the saliency of change occurring in map features by 
conducting a human-subjects study to explore the effect of intensity, number and pattern 
of change-clusters on a map user’s ability to detect change. These characteristics can be 
quantified for a given animated choropleth map using a localized change metric, 
Magnitude of Change. This study found that, for generalized choropleth maps, clusters in 
which at least 80% of the polygons changed class were significantly more likely to be 
successfully detected than clusters with lower levels of class change; additionally, users 
performed more poorly with maps containing single clusters than for those with multiple 
clusters. There were no differences in accuracy for gender, or for whether or not the user 
played video games regularly, but domain expertise (i.e., having taken a prior geography 
class) had a positive effect on accuracy. It appears that, for maximum effectiveness, 
animated choropleth maps should consist of limited datasets, and be made simpler and 
more user-friendly. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 Cartography currently occupies an important juncture within Geographic 
Information Science (GIScience).  Like many others, this field has transformed itself in 
the past several decades by becoming increasingly tied to computer technology. For the 
mapping discipline, this shift in focus has had many beneficial effects. With sophisticated 
software such as the ESRI suite of products, designing an accurate, informative, and 
attractive map is no longer the unchallenged domain of the draftsman or the artistically-
inclined; map elements which were previously impractical or nearly impossible to create 
by hand can now be produced with a few mouse clicks, and a seemingly limitless amount 
of the geospatial data necessary to produce these maps is freely available from 
governmental and other authoritative sources via the Internet. Despite concerns that map 
design would suffer from this ‘democratization of cartography’ (see, e.g., Spence 2008; 
Morrison 1997), technology has nonetheless allowed scholarly focus to shift from 
mechanics to more theoretical issues, such as map usability and effectiveness (Fabrikant 
and Lobben 2009; Harrower 2007a).  Indeed, designing new and better ways of handling 
so-called ‘big data’ constitutes an important research field within GIScience. These are 
truly exciting times for cartography (Roth and Harrower 2008).  
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1.1.  The Cognitive Challenges of Emerging Geospatial Technologies 
Nevertheless, while these recent technological advances affect how ‘static’ maps 
are produced, they also have provided the means for cartographers to produce completely 
new forms of digital maps and map-like visual representations that allow both expert and 
non-expert users to visualize, explore, transform and interact with large and complex 
spatial datasets. Typical examples include ‘fly-bys,’ ‘digital globes’ and ‘virtual 
environments’. For non-specialists, the World Wide Web is usually the medium through 
which they are exposed to these cartographic phenomena – increasingly, via mobile 
devices (Peterson 2008), while on the other hand the emerging field of Geovisual 
Analytics is opening new doors for scientists and other specialist users. 
However, a question needs to be asked here. While incredibly useful and 
information-rich in theory, are some of these new-and-improved products being 
developed and presented to the public simply too complicated for a non-specialist 
audience (the general-purpose map viewer, as distinct from the visualization researcher or 
the data analyst) to effectively utilize? Harrower (2007a) labels this issue the ‘bottleneck’ 
of the human cognitive system.  
What is needed in this technology-saturated environment is more information on 
the effect that these rapid advances in computer-assisted map design are having on the 
interpretability – and thus the usefulness – of cartographic output. This issue of 
information overload is especially important, given that research has shown (Harrower 
2007a, 2003) that viewers can become frustrated merely by viewing map animations that 
they cannot control (specifically, maps lacking ‘VCR controls’). Topics currently under 
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examination with respect to digital techniques and the interaction between humans and 
maps extend from evaluating the usefulness of 3D tools in a ‘geo-browsing’ (virtual 
globe) environment (Wilkening and Fabrikant 2013), to using functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) coupled with precise eye-tracking to gain a deeper 
understanding of the human brain’s ability to absorb mapped information (Lobben et al. 
2009). 
1.2.  Animated Thematic Maps and Their Limitations 
Animated thematic maps are one means of communicating geographic 
information to users and have been increasing in prevalence, particularly on the Internet. 
One advantage of such maps is their ability to congruently depict the temporal 
component of spatial data’s change over time (Slocum et al. 2009; Tversky et al. 2002). 
While perhaps less cutting-edge than some of the visualization methods listed earlier, 
choropleth animations can be used to compress a great deal of thematic temporal data 
into a relatively short viewing period. The large amount of tabular non-spatial data that is 
increasingly available from governmental and other sources has contributed to the 
popularity of animation as one way to illustrate large datasets of time-series attributes. 
Despite the periodic methodological misuse of the choropleth map (often related to the 
designer’s depiction of non-normalized data), it may be the most common type of 
thematic map encountered on the Internet today. 
Despite many benefits, animations are vulnerable to the drawbacks introduced 
above: how many of the simultaneous inter-scene color – or more often, lightness –
changes in the maps’ component polygons can the user actually absorb in the limited time 
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allowed by the animation’s playback? Where does the viewer look to perceive these 
changes? Ironically, these maps compress a great deal of information into a format which 
gives the map viewer only a brief time period in which to absorb it. It is a difficult 
situation: more information, yet less time in which to explore it (Harrower 2007a). Some 
have raised questions about the actual benefits of animation for conveying information 
(Tversky et al. 2002), particularly since sequences of static small multiples can often be 
used in much the same way as animated displays, and with a far lighter ‘cognitive load’.  
Given both the advantages as well as the cognitive drawbacks associated with 
animated choropleth maps, research into cognitive issues in dynamic maps is increasing 
(see, e.g., Fabrikant et al. 2010; Çoltekin et al. 2010; Fabrikant and Lobben 2009; 
Goldsberry and Battersby 2009; Harrower and Fabrikant 2008; Harrower 2007a). This 
thesis seeks to expand upon two related areas of this research focus on cognitive issues in 
dynamic mapping: 1) the use of automated models to quantify change complexity within 
choropleth animations, and 2) determining which graphical ‘change-characteristics’ of 
these animations tend to attract the map user’s attention.  
1.3.  This Thesis 
The goal of this thesis is twofold:  
First,  it examines the utility of change metrics in quantifying these change cluster 
behaviors. Goldsberry and Battersby (2009) have proposed a localized Magnitude of 
Change (MOC) metric to quantify inter-scene complexity, but the work so far remains 
largely theoretical and untested. Other types of localized metrics – using similar 
neighborhood GIS processes – are possible as well. A limited number of these metrics, 
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based in image texture research, will be compared regarding their portrayal of the change 
clusters examined in the human-subjects experiment. 
Second, it conducts a human-subjects experiment to examine several scene-to-
scene change-cluster characteristics of animated choropleth maps by evaluating the 
accuracy of test subjects’ performance when detecting these clusters. By creating 
artificial test maps that illustrate three common change cluster behaviors typically 
exhibited by choropleth animations (cluster intensity, number of simultaneous clusters 
and cluster position – see Chapter 5-METHODS for definitions of these terms), this 
experiment allows the investigation of similarities between a)  those regions flagged by 
the metric as complex or salient, and b) those most often labeled as having changed.  
The following three research questions are addressed by the experiment that 
forms Part Two of this project: 
1) What effect does the intensity of a change cluster have on its detectability by the 
viewer? 
H0 – All clusters of similar size, regardless of intensity, are equally-detectable by 
viewers. 
HA – Clusters with higher intensities will be more easily detected by viewers. 
2) By increasing cognitive load on the viewer, does the number of simultaneous 
change clusters in a scene affect the likelihood of their detection? 
H0 – All similar-sized clusters can be detected with equal accuracy, whether one, 
two or more appear on a map simultaneously. 
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HA – The number of simultaneous change clusters in a map has a significant 
effect on change detection accuracy. 
3) Does the spatial pattern of change clusters in a scene (e.g., distinct clusters that 
occur near each other, versus a more dispersed cluster pattern) affect their 
detectability?  
H0 – The relative position of change clusters has no effect on detection accuracy. 
HA – The relative position of simultaneous change clusters in a map has a 
significant effect on change detection accuracy. 
This concludes the introductory chapter. Three key terms or concepts used 
throughout the rest of the thesis are defined in Chapter Two, while Chapter Three’s 
literature review will situate this project within current work in animated cartographic 
complexity as well as in cognitive science, a field that is becoming increasingly relevant 
to these research efforts. Chapter Four familiarizes the reader with change-metrics of 
animated map complexity. Chapter Five describes the methodology and materials used in 
the human-subjects experiment, while Chapter Six presents the statistical analysis of the 
experiment’s results. Chapter Seven is devoted to analysis of these results, and Chapter 
Eight concludes the thesis with a general discussion, summarizing the project and 
proposing future research directions. 
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CHAPTER 2 
KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS 
The terms animated map, change blindness and map complexity will be 
referenced frequently throughout the remainder of this thesis. Because a solid 
understanding of these three terms by the reader is vital in order to fully understand the 
research motivations of this thesis together with its methods and the discussion of its 
results, they merit definition in the following sections of this chapter.  
2.1.  Categorizing Animated Maps 
In the introductory chapter, the terms ‘animation,’ ‘animated thematic map’ and 
‘choropleth animation’ were used interchangeably in a somewhat loose manner.  Here, a 
distinction will be made: the terms dynamic and interactive can accurately describe a 
number of digital maps, including thematic displays – common on news websites –  in 
which the user hovers the mouse cursor over a polygon (typically a state or other political 
enumeration unit) to extract more detailed, tabular information, and the always-popular 
‘virtual globe’ reference maps such as Google Earth. Both of these examples are 
fundamentally different from the type of map animation examined in this study.   
Other distinctions can be made as well.  Lobben (2003) suggested a conceptual 
framework for categorizing a range of animated map types. Her categories are based on 
how three theoretical data dimensions common to animated maps – time, geographic 
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space, and the mapped variable itself – behave during the animation (i.e., do they change, 
or do they remain static?). One point of interest relates to the terms ‘time-series’ and 
‘thematic.’ These are often used interchangeably (e.g., a ‘time-series thematic map’) in 
the literature and in casual reference. However, according to Lobben, the choropleth 
time-series animations discussed here are truly ‘thematic animations,’ because their 
variables’ graphical representation or theme changes state over time (in this case, the 
lightness value used to represent the variables’ magnitude for a particular polygon) while 
the geographic locations of these representations remain fixed.  A ‘time-series’ 
animation, on the other hand, uses a single immutable symbol to represent the presence or 
absence of a spatial instance of the variable (i.e., the theme itself is not animated), such as 
in an animated dot map. The interested reader is referred to Lobben’s paper for a 
thorough coverage of animation categorization (but see also Battersby and Goldsberry 
2010 for additional insights). 
Table 2.1. Four Types of Map Animations, after Lobben (2003) 
 
Animated thematic maps – automated sequences of individual map frames 
displaying a common mapped variable – have great potential to communicate more 
information to viewers than static ones.  Choropleth maps, in particular, are often 
presented in an animated format.  One example of such a map would display the two 
major US political parties’ proportion of the vote in each of the 50 states for presidential 
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elections, e.g., the nine elections since 1980. The choropleth maps comprising the 
display’s individual frames are typically symbolized with a bi-chromatic, diverging color 
scheme separating ‘battleground’ states from ‘safe’ ones by using a neutral color such as 
grey or purple for the former, and graduated shades or intensities of red and blue for the 
latter. The Republican / Democrat vote split for each state is classified according to any 
of several different methods, hue / lightness combinations are selected, and the respective 
enumeration unit (e.g., each state’s polygon representation) is given the color appropriate 
to its voting trend.  What makes the animated version of such a map so potentially 
powerful versus a set of ‘static small multiples’ election maps for 1980, 1984, etc. is its 
ability to more clearly communicate temporal change trends to the viewer: the gaze is 
fixed on one graphical extent of the map, and the interplay between attribute values and 
time is emphasized.  Often, space-time behaviors are more clearly perceived when 
viewing the information in this manner, which is more congruent with the real-world (in 
this case, social or political) phenomena being mapped (Griffin et al. 2006). 
2.2.  Map Users’ Change Blindness 
It appears that there is an upper limit to how much information map users can 
absorb and process from animated choropleth maps (Harrower 2007a). In both the 
cartographic and the human perception literature, studies involving the viewing of 
sequential visual displays have found that humans are very susceptible to what has been 
termed ‘change blindness’: the inability for the eye-brain system to perceive that certain 
graphical elements have changed their appearance from frame to frame (Fish et al. 2011; 
Levin et al. 2000).  Change in appearance can relate to color, location or orientation (e.g., 
in a photo of a place setting, a fork moved from the left to the right side of the plate), to – 
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even more surprising – presence vs. absence (e.g., the plate actually disappears entirely; 
Goldstein 2007).  A large proportion of viewers can miss noticing important changes 
from scene to scene – i.e., they are ‘blind’ to the change.  Although their eyes may have 
physically viewed the change, that change did not register cognitively.  Interestingly, 
motion, such as moving clusters of similarly-colored elements, has been shown to attract 
some viewers’ attention (Griffin et al. 2006). 
The problems that the phenomenon of ‘change blindness’ poses for animated map 
design should by now be clear to the reader.  A map user who knows a priori that change 
will take place in a specific region of the map at a specific time (likely to be someone 
who is very familiar with the mapped variable and how it varies across space and time) 
may find that the added temporal-change aspect of the automated display is a powerful 
aid for visualization.  On the other hand, the cognitive and graphical complexity of such 
maps can overwhelm the perceptual capacity (via an increase in the cognitive load) of a 
casual user, who, until the animation has played through to the end, may have little grasp 
of a) the general spatial trend(s) of change within the datasets, and therefore b) which 
regions of the map may warrant more careful scrutiny during replay.  
This same user, if instead viewing the election information referenced earlier as a 
collection of static maps, could take as much time as needed to compare each map to its 
neighbors in sequence, and thus, both detect which polygons changed class (e.g., degree 
of party affiliation), and by how much. Additionally, once each change takes place, an 
animated map leaves no trace of its previous state: a cognitively-taxing situation, 
especially if the user has no control over the display (Harrower 2003).  This state of 
affairs requires the user to focus intently on areas of interest, to be ‘mentally ready’ to 
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detect and analyze change in real time as the animation progresses, and may require 
playing the animation multiple times, provided that it is possible to control its playback. 
This is a lot to ask of a map user, particularly when certain enumeration units are very 
small compared to others, e.g., in the US, high-density urban counties versus larger rural 
counties.  The issue becomes one of a) where, and b) when to look to detect potentially-
important, yet ephemeral changes in the map display. 
2.3.  Map Complexity 
Because maps are a medium for communicating spatial information, the 
cartographer designing a static or animated map (particularly for a non-expert or ‘casual’ 
viewer) must strike a balance between, on the one hand, a beneficial level of cognitively-
digestible complexity (yes, complexity – in limited amounts – can be beneficial, which 
sometimes is precisely why an animated map is selected over simpler, static maps), and 
on the other, information overload.  This somewhat resembles the manner in which an 
accomplished writer deploying a comprehensive vocabulary must at the same time write 
clearly for a general audience; however, unlike a writer, cartographers have less control 
over how the real-world information behaves, or can be presented. Specifically, the 
elements that contribute to the complexity of an animated choropleth map include its 
scale, the variation in size among its enumeration units, the number of classes into which 
the data is, the color scheme selected to symbolize the data, the speed of the playback, 
and the screen resolution.  
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2.4.  Summary 
The reader should now have a better understanding of  1) the exact type of map 
under investigation in this thesis, and 2) change blindness and map complexity, two 
interrelated challenges to user perception of the change that distinguishes these maps 
from other cartographic products. Based on what has been presented thus far, the 
immensity of the design challenges facing those who would harness animation for use in 
cartographic products should begin to become apparent.  In order to thoroughly ground 
this study, the next chapter presents a more in-depth look at how cognitive factors affect 
animated maps and how these maps are often (mis)understood by users, by reviewing the 
work of scholars in the fields of cartography, image processing and human perception. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
3.1.  Overview  
Cartographers strive to produce maps which are a) accurate, and b) effective.  A 
map’s accuracy is often dependent on the quality of its underlying spatial and attribute 
data (particularly when the semi-automated methods of ‘push-button’ mapping software 
are used). Unlike accuracy, a map’s effectiveness is often a design issue, combined with 
whether the data is appropriate to the task.  Predictably, designing products that 
communicate their message effectively to end users has long been a dominant research 
focus within the cartographic discipline. As stated in Chapter 1-INTRODUCTION, the term 
‘map’ has today become increasingly synonymous with ‘digital map,’ whether static or 
otherwise, and within digital maps as a whole, various geovisualization methods – 
including thematic animations as categorized by Lobben (2003) – have emerged. The 
central issue lies in assessing how effectively these dynamic products communicate 
spatiotemporal information to their intended audience. 
The goal of this thesis is to assist cartographers to design animated choropleth 
maps that do not overwhelm their users.  In examining some of the important perceptual 
and cognitive challenges endemic to animated maps and to animation in general, the 
thesis maintains a distinct focus on methods (based largely on GIS analytical and 
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modeling techniques) that have recently been proposed as objective, repeatable, 
automated ways to assess these maps’ considerable graphical complexity.  A human-
subject experiment was conducted to test three hypotheses relating to inter-scene change 
complexity of choropleth animations.  Change-cluster intensity, assessed in hypothesis 
#1, is measured by the MOC methods alluded to above; thus, by investigating the effect 
of intensity on detection, the MOC metric’s suitability as a metric of dynamic complexity 
is evaluated.  
Answering these questions necessitates drawing on a wealth of current and past 
research in cartography, with particular emphasis on the impact of a map’s complexity on 
its effectiveness.  This literature includes both static and dynamic complexity, since 
animations are usually composed of a series of static scenes connected by scene 
transitions.  However, geographic scholars are increasingly recognizing the importance of 
the theoretical work that has been performed in psychology and human perception / 
cognition, and its close connection with many of the issues related to animated map 
design.  These issues include change blindness, ‘change blindness blindness’ and, at an 
even more fundamental psychological level, what it is that makes some graphical features 
of scenes perceptually salient, while others are often missed.  The voluminous 
psychological literature that addresses these topics will be explored here as well.  
This chapter will first summarize the work that has been carried out during the 
past forty years to examine and evaluate static map complexity, before introducing the 
GIS-based Magnitude of Change (MOC) model for quantifying animated choropleth 
complexity to which this project largely relates.  Literature on raster-based methods for 
assessing scene texture will be briefly visited as well, since these are similar to MOC. 
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Following this review of geographic and cartographic research, a broad but necessarily-
shallow review of work in human perception, change-detection, saliency and change-
blindness will be conducted, to highlight relevant work most directly applicable to 
cognitive issues in dynamic cartography. Finally, these two fields will be brought 
together in a final section that will set the stage for the Methods, Results and Discussion 
of the findings of the human-subject experiment that was conducted in order to see how 
closely these various theories on human perception of graphical change match the actual 
experiences and performance of viewers of animated maps.  
3.2.  Cartography: Static Map Complexity 
For hundreds, if not thousands of years, static maps have served as important 
means of cartographic communication, and will continue to do so into the future.  
Today’s maps are the result of a vast amount of scholarship focusing on design 
principles, usability, feature representation and production methods, among other topics. 
While research into designing effective animated maps extends back at least as far as 
Norman Thrower’s brief ‘how-to’ guide (Thrower 1959) and Waldo Tobler’s designing 
of a movie simulation of urban growth (Tobler 1970), research into map complexity prior 
to the late 1990s focused almost exclusively on the topic of static maps.  With the 
Internet as a free, ubiquitous map-distribution medium only in its developmental stages, 
and the software or other means of producing these maps (or ‘movies’ as they were often 
called) expensive and  often crude, this restricted focus reflects the technical limitations 
of the nascent digital era, which resulted in the relative scarcity of animated maps over 
media such as the Internet (Harrower 2004).  
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Despite the resurgent interest of the academe in issues related to dynamic maps’ 
design and its potential cognitive limitations, the static map literature’s importance in the 
current discussion cannot be understated, since one can consider all map animations as 
being composed of sequences of static maps connected by transitions, either abrupt or as 
gradual ‘tweens’ (Battersby and Goldsberry 2010).  Moreover, this study explores 
quantitative aspects of an animation’s graphical change-complexity by evaluating a 
method that creates a static ‘difference’ map between two frames, and using this 
‘imaginary’, intermediate map as the input to the GIS model so as to measure 
‘complexity’ analytically.  Finally, many of the studies on map complexity have 
examined simplified choropleth maps, making a direct comparison between these 
findings and those of the current study more straightforward.  
3.2.1.  Graph Theory as a Global Metric: Alan MacEachren 
What is complexity? MacEachren (1982a) distinguishes between two main types: 
1) graphical complexity, or how difficult it is for the map reader to visually decode the 
information presented in the map display, and 2) conceptual complexity, meaning how 
intellectually challenging the mapped variable is to comprehend for the user.  For 
example, an unclassed choropleth map representing burglary rates for the 50 states is one 
example that ranks rather high in graphical complexity (unclassed schemes generally 
more faithful to the data, but take more time to interpret; Slocum (2009)), but low in 
conceptual complexity (most people understand the concept of a burglary rate, and the 
term itself, as well as potential spatial patterns, is familiar to them). On the other hand, a 
classed choropleth map for the 50 states depicting ordinal classes of low, medium and 
high levels of out-of-wedlock pregnancies by state to women under age 30 as a percent of 
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all such pregnancies presents exactly the opposite scenario.  While such a map with three 
non-numeric classes of ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ is easier to interpret graphically, its 
variable is more conceptually demanding – it takes a bit of time for many people to grasp. 
While both concepts (graphical and conceptual) are relevant to this thesis, graphical 
complexity has a greater impact on how easy or difficult it is for map users to decode the 
information contained in thematic maps. 
In his assessment of map complexity, MacEachren (1982a) suggested a set of 
metrics based on graph theory for evaluating the graphical complexity of choropleth 
maps.  Graph theory classifies features according to the number of faces, edges and 
vertices in a graphical display, and provides a yardstick for comparing choropleth maps 
to each other, since their vector polygon format uses these very same topological 
elements.  His metrics measure the absolute complexity of a map based on the number of 
faces, edges and vertices (i.e., CF, CE, CV) it contains. These metrics also allow for 
comparisons: he postulated that, typically, as the number of classes, edges or vertices is 
increased, the classified regions of the map (i.e., contiguous regions of the same 
symbology) become more fragmented.  This relationship is somewhat linear.  This is 
revealed when, for example, a normalization of CE for a seven-class map compared to the 
identical variable symbolized as a five-class map shows more edges and vertices between 
regions of different classes. 
3.2.2.  Eye-Tracking of Map Users 
Eye-tracking was proposed as early as the 1970s by cartographers and designers 
of user interfaces to learn how humans interact with on-screen displays. Castner and 
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Eastman (1984, 1985) were among the first to employ eye-movement tracking 
technology in cartography.  After proposing fixation duration and interfixation distance 
(i.e., the Euclidean distance between successive fixations along the so-called attentional 
scanpath) as surrogates or ‘cognitive factors’ for how difficult it was to extract 
information from a map (thus, its degree of complexity), they conducted an experiment 
that required subjects to rank a series of panchromatic maps and aerial photos while 
tracking of their eye fixations and movements was performed.  The authors found 
fixation time to be strongly positively skewed, and that the vast majority of subjects’ 
map-ranking decisions required a fixation of 300 milliseconds (ms) or less, with longer 
gazes required for what were judged to be more complex scenes.  A fixation duration of 
approximately 300 ms agrees with the later findings of psychological research.  Castner 
and Eastman’s complexity study involved providing human subjects with a series of 
maps with instructions to subjectively rank or sort them, a common methodology (see, 
e.g., Hodgson and Lloyd 1986; MacEachren 1982b; Olson 1975).  Their research only 
considered the geometry of a map object, and ignored issues relating to color differences. 
Because much of the literature cited here combines geometry and color, this focus on 
graphical issues is helpful in singling-out these effects from color or lightness changes in 
capturing the map reader’s attention.  Eye-movement tracking through the use of so-
called ‘gaze-maps’ has recently been employed by Fabrikant et al. (2010, 2008) in their 
research into dynamic map complexity.  
3.2.3.  Information Theory and Entropy 
Specialists in Shannon information theory define entropy as ‘the average amount 
of information needed to identify the class of a case in [a given set]’ (Quinlan 1993, p. 
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20).  Entropy enjoyed a period of popularity as a map-complexity metric that could be 
applied to a number of thematic map types (Bjorke 1996).  Bjorke focused attention on 
what he termed ‘automated map generation methods’ for several map types, such as dot-
density, contour and choropleth.  Class number is recognized, along with class breaks, as 
a major factor of choropleth map complexity.  Bjorke suggested using entropy to 
determine the optimal number of classes for these maps.  Other variants of this 
mathematically-involved methodology (nine types of ‘entropy’ are defined) include 
topological and metrical entropy, which respectively describe differences in the 
arrangement, and distance between, map entities. 
3.2.4.  Choropleth Class Differences’ Impact on Complexity 
Lloyd and Steinke (1976) and Steinke and Lloyd (1983, 1981) conducted a series 
of studies to compare three measures of a choropleth map’s graphical variability: 
correlation (‘similarity of overall map patterns’), blackness (‘similarity of the spatial units 
within greyscale map classes’)  and complexity (‘class similarity of the neighboring 
spatial units’ (Steinke and Lloyd 1981, p. 13)).  The authors’ complexity coefficient 
measured the size of neighboring polygons of different class memberships, a 
methodology with roots in graph theory. Test subjects were found to judge map pairs on 
similarity based first on blackness, followed by correlation and complexity.  It is assumed 
that ‘blackness’ is not exclusive to greyscale maps, but could be applied to any 
monochromatic choropleth map as ‘darkness’. The use of the term ‘complexity’ in this 
thesis is semantically broader, encompassing all three of the above graphical attributes. 
However, by statistically quantifying graphical differences between choropleth maps, the 
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collective work of Steinke and Lloyd is probably one of the most relevant of the static-
complexity studies reviewed here. 
3.2.5.  Other Evaluations of Map Complexity  
 Correlations of Contiguous Greyscale Raster Cells 
Blurring the distinction between vector, or ‘real-world’ choropleth maps and 
raster images, Olson (1975) used 10-by-10 grids of greyscale cells, a format similar to the 
research of Hsu (1978, 1974) and Hodgson and Lloyd (1986) into raster or texture 
measures (of which more presently) in a study which compared spatial autocorrelation 
(using Kendall’s tau τ- a rank-order correlation coefficient) to human test subjects’ 
perceptions of complexity.  The results were mixed, and she hypothesized that an 
objective quantification of map complexity may be difficult to obtain, an opinion echoed 
by Brophy (1980).  Due to variability between individuals’ visual acuity and perceptive-
cognitive capacity, arriving at measures of a graphic’s interpretability has proven elusive.  
Olson’s (1975) study is one of the few studies to point out that human-subjects testing is 
critical to validation when developing quantitative map-complexity measures, and her 
cautionary opinion on the subject of seeking a use-anywhere quantitative yardstick of 
map complexity is extremely important.  
File Compression as a Complexity Metric 
More recently, Fairbairn (2006) took yet another, and more unorthodox, approach 
to investigating graphical complexity.  Under the assumption that the more homogeneous 
the detail in the map, and the higher its proportion of ‘white space’, the more 
compressible it is as digital file, he scanned various vector line maps into image files at 
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three different scales apiece, and compared each map’s respective file compression ratio 
(using several ‘lossless’ algorithms) to several measures of the intra-map variation.  
These measures included Shannon’s diversity and evenness indices, Moran’s I 
autocorrelation coefficient (which is itself a commonly-used global measure of a map’s 
graphical complexity, with particular applicability to choropleth maps and their 
inherently-fragmented appearance), and, for the panchromatic images, the ratio of black 
to white area.  His results indicated that file compression and the statistical measures 
showed a certain degree of correlation.  One improvement to this study would be to 
compare his results with map readers’ perceptions.  Regardless, these measures seem 
unlikely to work for choropleth map animation frames, since whatever their level of 
graphical complexity as defined elsewhere, compressibility of the data would be 
approximately the same across all frames, since the polygon structure remains constant, 
with only the polygon fills changing across scenes.  
3.2.7.  Summary 
At the time of its publication, each of the studies reviewed here significantly 
advanced cartographic knowledge, and each of them contributes in a unique way to the 
research goal of this thesis.  Although focused largely on static maps, they have much to 
offer in defining and evaluating dynamic choropleth map complexity, since an animation 
‘frame’ contains many of the same elements as, and is functionally equivalent to, a static 
map. It should also be noted that many of these studies involved both human-perception / 
cognition and quantitative-analytical methods, thus ‘setting the stage’ for later research.  
However, of more direct relevance to this study is recent scholarship in the field of 
animated map complexity.  
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3.3.  Cartography: Animated Map Complexity 
3.3.1.  Animation as a Cartographic Medium 
The effectiveness of animation as a teaching tool (and of map animations in 
particular) has been the subject of intense debate, both in geography and elsewhere 
(Harrower 2007a; Griffin et al 2006;  Hegarty 2004; Tversky et al. 2002; Hegarty et al. 
2002).  While animation’s critics find few detrimental effects of the method, their typical 
criticism is that, if animations are no more effective than static displays or static small 
multiples at portraying change, but are more difficult, expensive and time-consuming to 
create, animation is simply not worth the cost.  They argue that animation’s effectiveness 
is very design-dependent, and that design principles must be fully understood so as to use 
animation appropriately.  A potential ‘third way’ (other than static or animated maps), 
called semistatic maps, has recently been proposed (Nossum 2012), but it is unclear to 
this author how this method (as illustrated in Nossum’s paper using weather maps) could 
be applied to dynamic choropleth maps.  The reader is directed to any of the papers by 
Harrower, Tversky or Hegarty referenced in this thesis for a thorough coverage of the 
benefits and drawbacks of animation, both cartographic and otherwise.  
3.3.2.  Magnitude of Change 
The current study of animated maps’ change complexity is largely based on the 
research of Goldsberry (2004), and Goldsberry and Battersby (2009).  Two aspects of 
their work merit particular attention.  First, they have developed a pair of quantitative 
metrics for evaluating change between choropleth maps – Basic Magnitude of Change 
(BMOC), and Magnitude of Rank Change (MORC).  Second, their research was among 
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the first to state the need for localized measures of graphical complexity, by considering 
spatial limitations on the visual perspective of the map reader.  This was done by 
evaluating the class change in each enumeration unit (EU) of a choropleth map (as part of 
a continuous display) in relation to the surrounding EUs in the frame only within the 
foveal area (FA), the region of a human’s highest visual and perceptual acuity (Goldstein 
2007; Juttner and Renschler 2000).  Although its precise dimension varies a bit 
depending upon which researcher one is consulting, the foveal area is usually defined as a 
roughly circular region of about four to six degrees in diameter, directly in front of a 
viewer’s eyes.  If this page is held at typical reading distance, the foveal area would be 
approximately the size of a U.S. half-dollar.  
The Goldsberry and Battersby (2009) study applied the new metrics to localized 
use. Assuming a classed choropleth map animation, for a given frame: 
BMOC  =  
                                                  
                                
 
MORC  =        
                                              
                                
 
For the difference or‘ change’ map of any two adjacent map animation frames (derived 
via a map algebra-type operation), these metrics’ outputs differ from each other only in 
cases where enumeration units (e.g., polygons) change by more than one class.  The 
output is a greyscale map (see Chapter 4-CHANGE METRICS for examples, along with a 
more thorough discussion of localized change metrics), with ratio-level pixel values 
ranging from 0.0 (no polygons changed class from one frame to the next) to either 1.0 for 
BMOC (i.e., every polygon changed), or [(# classes) * (# polygons in the foveal area)] 
(1) 
(2) 
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for MORC (i.e., every polygon changed by the maximum number of classes in the map).  
This last change behavior is unlikely, but might occur as an strong urban cluster viewed 
at an extremely large scale across two frames separated by a long time lag. 
In Goldsberry and Battersby’s (2009) study, a model was developed which used a 
GIS-generated buffer to delineate the foveal area, and performed the computations for 
each successive polygon.  The resulting value is stored in the polygon at the geometric 
center of the foveal area, and the program proceeds to process each polygon in the change 
map in a similar fashion.  Their development of these change metrics, as well as their 
extensive focus on animated maps, expanded the discourse on map complexity, and this 
thesis research is largely based on the concept of localized class change. 
3.3.3.  Theories of Fixation Within the Foveal Area 
The concept of the foveal area is key to much of this thesis, as it sets a finite limit 
on the amount of a map that can be focused upon at once.  In a paper that spanned 
cognitive cartography and psychology, Lloyd (2005) reviewed four possible explanations 
of attentional behavior that may be used by humans when fixating regions of maps or 
other graphical displays. All are based on the concept of a foveal area or zone of fixation: 
1) Spotlight – attention is fixed in size, equally-sensitive throughout the fixation 
space 
2) Zoom Lens – can focus on a broad area of low intensity, or a smaller area of 
higher intensity 
3) Gradient – sharpest focus is on a precise point in the center of the foveal area, 
decreases moving toward periphery  
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4) Multiple Spotlight – similar to 1), but with the ability to focus on/fixate several 
small, distinct zones that, taken together, are within the extent of the foveal area.  
 
Figure 3.1. Four theories of foveal fixation (from Lloyd 2005) 
 
3.4. Raster-Based Measures: Addressing Image Texture 
3.4.1.  Technical Advantages of Raster Modeling 
Because choropleth maps are composed of polygons, they are typically 
considered to be vector maps.  However, one of the advantages of working within a 
raster, or cell-based, environment is the ability to use neighborhood operators that are 
part of existing image-processing software packages.  While customized code can be 
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written to solve almost any geoprocessing task (as was done with the Goldsberry and 
Battersby MOC model described above), it is easier and quicker to utilize existing 
technology, and ArcGIS (with its Spatial Analyst extension), ERDAS Imagine, and ENVI 
all support focal  or neighborhood analysis of raster files, as well as other tools necessary 
to the MOC methodology.  These include tools to convert a choropleth vector map to a 
rasterized equivalent, map algebra functionality for creating the difference map, and rich 
modeling capabilities. Moreover, results of a pilot study suggest that processing time is 
 
Figure 3.2.. Basic Magnitude of Change for this 2-class map pair = [3 / 50] = 0.06. Note 
that, since only 2 classes exist, the Magnitude of Rank Change is also 0.06.  (From 
Goldsberry and Battersby 2009) 
faster for moderate-resolution raster than for vector models covering an equivalent area, 
although this result has not been rigorously tested.  
In light of these benefits, raster methods will be briefly considered here.  A few 
scholars have examined topics native to the raster data type which, while not precisely 
focused upon issues of map complexity per se, may offer cartographic complexity 
researchers additional insights. The most likely of these topics is image texture. 
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3.4.2.  Image Texture 
Texture is defined as how different one region is from another based on the 
arrangement of its tonal and spatial characteristics (Jensen 2005).  It answers the 
question, ‘How coarse or mottled is a given region of a map or image?’, and has been 
used with increasing frequency in object-oriented image classification, where a pixel’s 
spatial as well as spectral qualities are evaluated before assigning it to a given class.  
Texture measures of a raster grid’s complexity may be viewed as somewhat analogous to 
graph theory’s enumeration of the edges and vertices of a vector file – a micro-scale 
description of the file’s component geometry.  
Studies have shown that texture metrics describe some of the fundamental 
cognitive processes of shape and association used by humans in image interpretation 
(Hodgson and Lloyd 1986; Haralick and Fu, 1983; Hsu and Burright, 1980; Hsu 1978; 
Haralick 1974, 1979), and finding statistical ways of quantifying texture has driven 
research in this field for over thirty years.  Approaching the raster-based maps of Olson 
(1975), these studies used regular matrices of greyscale raster cells in various patterns to 
explore up to 25 different texture metrics (although, unlike Olson’s study, these raster 
cells are generally much smaller, and more similar to those found in remotely sensed 
imagery).  These include both first-order and higher statistical measures of inter-scene 
variance. Figure 3.2 shows examples of raster-based texture test data from a test by Olson 
(1975).  
While several of these studies (especially those of Haralick) had as their research 
goal the derivation of  possible statistical measures, Hsu (1978) and Hodgson and Lloyd 
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(1986) involved human subjects in their research, comparing these statistical measures to 
the cognitive measures of texture complexity used by image interpreters.  These texture 
metrics are listed in Figure 4.3. as part of Chapter Four’s discussion of change-metrics in 
general.  Stein and deBeurs (2005) used several raster-based global complexity measures 
(e.g., aggregation index, fragmentation index and patch size) in a remote-sensing study 
involving segmented satellite images. Supporting the findings of Hodgson and Lloyd 
(1986), they found most of these metrics to be highly-correlated with each other (i.e., R
2
  
> 0.9). 
                      
Figure 3.3. Three of Olsen’s (1975) three-class raster texture autocorrelation datasets. 
The dataset on the left (tau = 1.0) is highly-autocorrelated. The pattern of center dataset is 
approximately random (tau = 0.0), while the one on the right is negatively-autocorrelated 
(tau = -1.0). 
 
The aspect of texture measures that makes them potential alternatives to local 
Magnitude of Change is the fact that they, too, can be computed focally, and the value 
written to the center unit (either a polygon or raster cell) of the neighborhood.  Note that, 
from this perspective, MOC can be considered a variety of texture metric as well, since it 
is a ‘local mean’.  Presumably, although used extensively in the image-processing or 
raster domain, texture algorithms can be computed in a vector environment as well, 
although a meaningful result may depend upon having polygons of roughly similar size 
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and shape (see Chapter 8-DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION). Adapting texture to quantifying 
dynamic map complexity may prove very useful in the current study, but implementing 
some of these algorithms (such as second-order neighbors or the Angular Second 
Moment of Hsu 1978) would require customization using either ArcObjects for raster 
applications or Python scripting for vector processing.  The main difference when using 
any of these metrics on rasterized polygons is that they ignore polygonal integrity; they 
thus ‘divide up’ the enumeration units they are calculated for, which may or may not 
imitate the cognitive processes of the map viewer.  See Chapter 4-CHANGE METRICS, and 
Chapter 8-DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION  for a discussion of this issue as relates to the 
current research. 
3.5.  Human Perception and Cognition 
3.5.1.  The Connection Between Map Complexity and Psychophysical Research 
Cartographers have only just begun to scratch the surface of how humans perceive 
and process the information presented in maps.  Alan MacEachren can likely be credited 
as one of the cartographic pioneers in this research area, based largely on his seminal 
guidebook  How Maps Work (MacEachren 1995). Nevertheless, psychologists have been 
pondering related questions for significantly longer, and modern cartography research is 
increasingly using a number of concepts and theories from psychology. It is only natural 
(and indeed essential) that we now turn to this body of literature for some theoretical and 
mechanical insights into how humans interact with graphic displays such as dynamic 
maps.  This review must of necessity be limited, as by no means all of the experiments 
related to this general topic can actually be applied to dynamic choropleth maps (i.e., 
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many involve visual stimuli that are either a) more abstract, or b) more photo-realistic 
than, polygons of various hue or lightness fills, or else c) only tangentially-related to 
topics of interest in this study).  Another reason is the immense size of the literature on 
these topics: space is a limiting factor in this review.  However, there are a number of 
important findings in this field of research that can be directly applied to the goals of this 
thesis, and which embed cartographic issues in a robust theoretical matrix.  
Due to this relationship between the two fields, this portion of the literature 
review will often relate psychological findings back to dynamic maps to give context to 
these findings. Further discussion of these issues as they relate to the results of the 
human-subjects test will, of course, receive its own emphasis in the final two chapters of 
the thesis.  
When reviewing the perception literature, it is essential to recall Goldsberry and 
Battersby’s (2009) three levels of cartographic change detection: 
1. A change is detected, such as on a choropleth map 
2. The change is identified as positive or negative (increase or decrease) 
3. The change is quantified, and the underlying process is grasped 
 
These three levels build on one another.  Obviously, for the higher-level detection to take 
place, the change’s presence must first be successfully identified.  This thesis focuses 
almost exclusively on Level 1 Change Detection (CD1), and uses a human-subjects 
experiment to learn more about which characteristics of animated choropleth maps 
capture the viewer’s attention in this most primary of map interpretation tasks. 
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3.5.2.  The Human Visual System 
Since much of this thesis references human vision, the perception of change, etc., 
a brief review of how humans perceive features is beneficial. The process of perception 
begins when electromagnetic energy is reflected off of objects or images in the visual 
field. The field comprises both foveal and peripheral vision. This light enters the eye 
through the pupil (an aperture that varies in diameter much like a camera shutter 
depending on the amount of incoming light), striking the lens.  The lens then focuses the 
light on the retina, a lining of the back of the eyeball that contains many millions of 
structures called rods and cones.  Cones, essential for discriminating between colors, are 
concentrated in an area of the retina called the fovea; as the region directly behind the 
lens, the fovea is the most sensitive area of sight, and the source of the term ‘foveal area’ 
referenced earlier.  Rods, on the other hand, are used for detecting feature presence or 
absence, motion, or other non-color-related tasks.  Other structures called ganglion cells 
link rods and cones to the optic nerve, which transmits light signals to the brain for 
processing into images (Slocum 2009; MacEachren 1995). 
3.5.3.  Attention and Search Patterns 
It has long been recognized in psychology that, in order to for a discrete change to 
be detected, the object or feature that is changing must be the focus of visual attention 
(i.e., it must be ‘fixated’, or visually ‘attended-to’) (Rensink 2002, Rensink et al. 1997).  
It is only once fixation occurs that the object can take center-stage in the human visual 
system, engaging the color-sensitive cones of the fovea.  Fixating the changing feature 
thus allows change detection to take place, i.e., one first must perceive the existence of a 
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change (CD1) before higher-level detection and information extraction (CD2 & 3) can 
occur.  Interestingly, Rensink (2002) has identified three types of rank-ordered change-
detection tasks (detection, localization and identification) that may share some 
commonalities with Goldsberry and Battersby’s (2009) three Change Detection levels. 
Research has identified two opposing processes that humans can use when 
fixating objects (Yantis and Egeth 1999).  The first is termed the ‘top-down’, cognitive, 
task-specific, or endogenously-controlled search process.  A top-down search is used 
when the viewer has a general idea of what kind of change he is looking for, and where in 
the scene (or map) it is likely to be found.  While the graphical characteristics of the 
target feature may cause it to be quickly identified during this process, the viewer’s prior 
knowledge is the key to finding the target, fixating it, and detecting any change(s) that 
may take place.  On the other hand, a ‘bottom-up’, visual, spontaneous, or exogenous-
type situation (being non-directed or involuntary, it may not be possible to call it a 
‘search’) occurs when the viewer has little or no idea of which features may change.  In 
this situation, the attentional focus must be attracted to the feature by means of a visual 
cue of some kind.  The viewer’s attention can be said to be respectively ‘pushed’ and 
‘pulled’ when using one or the other of these two processes. 
It is the exogenous search process that is of greater interest to designers of 
animated maps, since novice users – even if they bring experience with animated maps to 
the search task – cannot be expected to have much in the way of prior conceptions of the 
location(s) of change exhibited by the specific mapped variable.  A bottom-up search 
technique instead relies on various visual cues or triggers to attract the viewer’s attention.  
Unlike many of the real-world image stimuli used in psychological change-detection 
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experiments (e.g., photos of a desk in which both congruent [a red-colored book turns 
black] and incongruent changes [a broom leaning against a wall becomes a rifle] are 
made to test for change blindness), maps are not photo-realistic scenes, in which the 
presence or absence (or incongruence) of a key, recognized component can trigger the 
realization that something important changed in the scene.  Rather, maps are abstractions 
of reality – graphical combinations of size, shape and color that represent a real-world 
phenomenon – but, at the same time, also have more inherent meaning than the kinds of 
bland, geometric targets that ‘appear’ and ‘disappear’ in more tightly-controlled 
psychology studies, particularly those investigating salience thresholds (see, e.g., Nagy 
and Sanchez 1990; Paschler 1988).  In a animated dot map, for example, elements will 
imitate this latter behavior (map symbols appear or disappear across time), while, in 
animated choropleth maps, the geometric behavior is fixed, and only differences from 
scene to scene in hue (for qualitative data) or lightness (for quantitative data) in a 
polygon can alert the viewer to the presence of change in the underlying mapped 
variable.  The need for highly-salient visual cues to attract attention supports Harrower’s 
(2007a) suggestion of reducing the number of classes in a dynamic map to the absolute 
minimum; by doing so, differences between adjacent lightness values are maximized. 
3.5.4.  Cues, Triggers and the Need to ‘Pull’ the User’s Focus 
A significant amount of study has centered on discovering what makes for an 
effective cue in a dynamic change-detection context.  Cues can be divided into two types: 
some are actually inherent to the object to be detected, meaning that a certain color or 
brightness differential, or threshold, is enough to make the feature ‘pop out’ from its 
background, thus drawing attention (Theeuwes 1995).  The independent variable of 
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change-cluster intensity in this thesis’ experiment may behave this way.  The other type 
of cue that has been found to be effective is a separate signal, such as a point, that occurs 
at or near the feature that is about to change (Carrasco et al. 2004, Angelone et al. 2003).  
The (quite different-looking) symbol draws attention to the area, the changing feature is 
noticed, and successful change detection occurs. Most research has centered on finding 
the threshold values of effective cue signals.  Additional cues can be a delayed onset, 
meaning that the object that is about to change appears in the scene a short time after the 
scene is initially presented (Cole et al. 2004).  In a cartographic context, Robinson (2006) 
proposed a set of highlighting methods using similar techniques, which can be used to 
emphasize changes such as those that take place in map animations. 
The intensity of the change cue can mean the difference between the viewer using 
a serial search or a parallel search.  In a serial search, because no features stand out from 
the rest (i.e., there is no ‘pop-out’) the user’s reaction time (or the time it takes to find the 
target) increases linearly with an increasing search space and/or number of potential 
targets (Yantis and Egeth 1999).  However, when the appearance of the target (e.g., color, 
luminance, size, orientation) differs significantly  from its surroundings, the search space 
can be increased with no penalty in reaction time.  In this case, the viewer locates the 
target relatively quickly because it is visually salient.  The applicability to maps is 
obvious here – an increased search space is similar to changing the granularity of a map 
from state-level to county-level, while the intensity of the change can come from either a) 
a greater class jump (data-constrained) or b) fewer classes, and thus a greater lightness 
difference (a design choice). 
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The importance of saliency in attracting human visual attention has deemed 
important enough (see, e.g., Nothdurft 2002) that a number of ‘saliency models’ have 
been developed. These models attempt to show regions of a scene with high color, 
brightness or orientation contrast, and many resemble MOC outputs.  See Itti et al. (1998) 
for a description of one model based on a bottom-up, exogenous detection process, and 
Itti and Koch (2001) for a more general discussion of this topic.  Figure 3.3 shows an 
example of an image and its saliency-model output, after Itti et al. (1998).  Bright areas in 
the model output indicate portions of the input image that tend to be fixated by the viewer 
fairly quickly; this methodology has been validated with complex eye-tracking tests of 
the type described earlier in this chapter.  Saliency models have been proposed by others 
as well (Verma and McOwen 2010). 
 
Figure 3.4. The Itti et al. (1998) saliency model. Input image (left), with the resulting 
saliency map based on brightness, contrast and orientation disparities (right).  Compare 
this output to the Magnitude of Change (MOC) model output in Chapter Four. (taken 
from Masciocchi et al. 2009)  
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3.5.5.  Change Blindness 
Of great concern to those who produce dynamic maps is the well-known 
phenomenon of change blindness.  Change blindness (CB) afflicts humans almost 
without exception, and diminishes the effectiveness of dynamic displays due to viewers’ 
inability to notice significant changes in these displays.  A related malady, called 
inattentional blindness, describes a similar situation in a static image, in which the viewer 
simply fails to notice the presence of an object. It has been shown that prior knowledge of 
the scene’s characteristics, and even of the concept of change blindness itself (Levin et al. 
2000, using psychology students very familiar with change blindness), does not assist 
viewers to detect change.  Over-confidence in predicting one’s performance when 
detecting change has been termed ‘change blindness blindness’ (Levin et al 2000).  Once 
again, change blindness in the context of dynamic maps may be more severe, since there 
are only a limited number of possible graphical change elements in a map (e.g., at the 
most simple, three different colors as symbols), compared to a ‘real-world’ display such 
as a short movie.  Test subjects have failed to notice that, for example, a conversation 
partner changes during a brief interruption, or that the central character in a movie scene 
has her basketball jersey change from blue to gold during a brief interruption (Angelone 
et al. 2003).  One particularly memorable change-blindness experiment required subjects 
to watch a video of two groups of students passing a basketball around, with instructions 
to determine which team held the ball for more time (thus, a cognitively-taxing task).  In 
the midst of the game, a character in a gorilla suit walked among the players, turned to 
the camera, thumped his chest, and walked out of the scene. Only half of the subjects 
recalled seeing the gorilla in the scene (Simons and Chabris 2000).  If changes of this 
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magnitude are missed, what does that tell the cartographer about the saliency of relatively 
small changes in the colored fills of abstract, irregular, perhaps unfamiliar enumeration 
units in a dynamic choropleth map?  Furthermore, if users are so overconfident in their 
change-detection abilities, how much careful attention will they actually direct to a task 
that requires sensitivity to multiple changes?  
Change blindness has been found to be most pernicious when a brief blank scene 
is inserted during the inter-stimulus interval (ISI) between the initial scene and the one 
that has changed (Rensink et al. 1997).  This has led some researchers to hypothesize that 
change detection involves the mental recording of a scene plus the comparison of that 
scene to the change scene; when the blank is inserted between graphical scenes, the initial 
image is ‘overwritten’ in visual short-term memory (vSTM) by the blank, preventing a 
meaningful comparison from being made between the two. Some have termed this 
overwriting the ‘blurring’ of the image on the retina (Simons and Ambinder 2004). Many 
experiments have repeated the {A, blank scene, A’} pattern repeatedly (in a methodology 
called ‘flickering’), measuring how long (or how many cycles) subjects take to locate and 
describe the change between the two scenes A and A’.  
Although this situation, called ‘saccade-contingent’ change blindness (saccade 
literally means a twitch or a jerk), tends to be the most detrimental to humans’ change-
detection abilities, subsequent work has found subjects’ performance to be just as poor in 
scenes lacking a saccade (Simons et al. 2000).  In fact, although subjects performed better 
when detecting the presence or absence of an object that gradually appeared or 
disappeared during a continuous fade, (i.e., with no saccade, not unlike a ‘tween’ in 
mapping terminology - Battersby and Goldsberry 2010), when objects changed color, the 
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saccade condition actually resulted in better performance than the uninterrupted 
condition.  It was suggested that, in the presence / absence scenario, a semi-transparent 
object visually-attended in mid-fade draws attention due to its incongruity in a photo-
realistic scene and thus can be detected easily, while an object that gradually changes 
color could reasonably be thought to exist at any time-step in the process, thus failing to 
attract attention; a sharp break or saccade between color A and color B actually helps to 
reinforce the perception of the change in color in this case.  Other types of change 
blindness have been shown to be induced by eye movements, involuntary blinks, general 
inattention, or sudden onsets of distractor elements (the so-called ‘splat contingent’ 
(Rensink 2002)). 
Stirk and Underwood (2007) found no significant difference in reaction time for 
high-saliency versus low-saliency scene elements in a change-detection experiment 
involving ‘everyday’, household-type images.  However, subjects identified changes 
much faster when the element that changed became scene-inconsistent.  One such 
inconsistency involved a photo of a shower in which a plastic-mesh, exfoliating scrubby 
stored above the showerhead changed to a roll of toilet paper.  According to the saliency 
model of Itti and Koch (1998), the white roll of paper against a white tiled background 
was by no means the most salient item in the image (as a brightly-colored shampoo bottle 
might have been), but its sheer logical inconsistency drew subjects’ attention as an 
incongruent graphical change.  Once again, diminished graphical saliency as a visual cue 
poses problems for change detection in thematic maps because a polygon is itself an 
abstract geometric entity, and naïve map users are less likely to be able to simply employ 
‘common sense’ to determine if a change is consistent or inconsistent with any prior 
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knowledge of the behavior of the mapped variable.  Indeed, these change behaviors are 
likely to be unexpected, particularly during the bottom-up search paradigm typically 
employed by non-expert map users. 
Attention has been found to actually alter the appearance of objects, increasing 
local contrast between the fixated object and its surroundings (Carrasco et al 2004, 
Parkhurst et al 2002).  These findings emphasize the importance of attention and the 
primacy of the foveal area as a sensitive zone, but in a practical sense mean little in a 
change-detection situation, since the main issue is attracting or ‘pulling’ the attention to 
the changing feature in the first place.  This gives rise to the issue of the importance of 
on-target viewing time in change detection, and may relate to what Rensink (2004) calls 
‘visual sensing’, in which viewers indicate that they ‘sensed’ a change a short time prior 
to reporting actually ‘seeing’ the change. 
It has been suggested that at least a 150 milliseconds (ms) fixation is needed for a 
viewer to mentally process a scene (Rayner 2009).  This finding is in agreement with 
previous cartographic eye-tracking research (Castner and Eastman 1985).  Processing is 
essential to ‘write’ the key elements of the scene to vSTM, so that comparisons can 
follow in a change-detection scenario. Again, the problem is that ‘writing’ a natural or 
quasi-familiar real-world scene to vSTM (as used in many of the experiments reviewed 
here) may be very different from ‘writing’ a complex, unfamiliar pattern of polygons 
with a limited number of different levels of  lightness (i.e., the choropleth map 
symbology).  Recall that for change detection to occur, the initial scene must be recorded, 
then the change scene.  Most psychophysical experiments use a single visual stimulus 
composed of any number of realistic scenes with limited features.  In a map comprising 
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the 3100 counties of the conterminous US, in all likelihood only a limited portion of the 
map will be attended-to.  Attention may be ‘pulled’ to certain regions by the cue of a 
high-magnitude (or spatially-large) change, but at that point, it is probably too late to 
write that scene’s initial state to vSTM and thus to perform effective change detection.  
Thus, there is a strong chance that, when viewing a dynamic thematic map, the 
viewer will end up ‘chasing’ change instead of anticipating it.  This relates to what 
Rensink (2002) termed ‘completed’ versus ‘dynamic’ change.  A replay option may be 
helpful in these cases (Harrower 2003) thereby creating a type of the ‘flicker’ scenario 
described above, although doing so breaks up the beneficial temporal congruency of the 
map animation (Harrower and Fabrikant 2008). 
3.6.  Summary of Relevant Literature 
 The overarching goal of this thesis is to learn more about some of the graphically-
complex elements of dynamic choropleth maps, since these same elements may tend to 
hamper these maps’ effectiveness in portraying change across space and time in a 
cognitively-accessible manner. To achieve this goal, the thesis asks two specific, but 
interrelated questions: 
1. How effectively does the Magnitude of Change recently proposed by 
cartographers model portray a dynamic choropleth map’s saliency from the 
viewer’s perspective? 
2. In a human-subjects experiment somewhat similar to those conducted in the 
cognitive science and (increasingly) the cartographic literature, what effect do 
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three change characteristics (change-cluster intensity, number of change clusters 
and change-cluster position) have on capturing a map user’s attention? 
These questions are grounded in a large and diverse body of research in 
geography and psychology.  Magnitude of change is a continuation of static map 
complexity research begun more than fifty years ago, and only recently continued into the 
world of animated cartography.  MOC can be considered one of a number of existing 
texture measures which are locally-computed moving statistics (see Figure 4.3.) that 
describe the relationship between a specific map element and its neighbors.  The MOC 
model’s graphical output is effectively a saliency map of the kind produced by the 
saliency models of Itti, Koch and colleagues (and others as well); it is at this point that 
the crossover to the cognitive science literature takes place. 
Many of the other key issues in cognitive science have parallels to cartography, 
and in particular, to dynamic cartography.  Users have been found to be susceptible to 
‘change blindness’ when interacting with animated maps (Fish et al. 2011) in much the 
same way as described in a plethora of psychological studies.  Differences between 
realistic scenes and more abstract choropleth map images have implications for 
cartographic design, leading to the conclusion that change detection in these maps may be 
more difficult due to the lack of the kinds of salient or congruency cues that often assist 
viewers of more-realistic scenes.  
Important issues here include change detection in human peripheral vision, 
attention capture in bottom-up search processes, the potentially-deleterious effects of 
either overly-complex map geometry, a large number of classes or rapid playback speed 
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on the user’s ability to perceive a reasonable number of important changes given the time 
provided to do so.  Psychological research into what makes elements ‘pop-out’ in 
peripheral vision, the effects of size, color, luminance and similarity / dissimilarity on 
attention capture, how rapidly the human eye-brain system can process a (sub)scene of a 
map, and issues relating to the ‘overwriting’ of ephemeral images in vSTM will all 
contribute significantly to the eventual resolution of issues that continue to vex designers 
of animated choropleth maps. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CHANGE METRICS 
 This thesis investigates three potentially-salient characteristics of choropleth 
animations and how accurately local complexity metrics portray them.  In the previous 
chapter, the reader was introduced to a localized change-metric framework proposed by 
Goldsberry and Battersby (2009), along with other methods of quantifying graphical map 
complexity (see, e.g., Fairbairn 2006).  Although local (neighborhood) operations are a 
well-established GIS tool, their application to measuring dynamic map complexity is less 
familiar.  This chapter explains the functionality of local change metrics such as the 
Magnitude of Change (MOC) metric introduced in the previous chapter, and briefly 
addresses some of the implementation challenges of these metrics relative to the data type 
of the input map (vector or raster), as well as cognitive issues pertaining to feature scale.  
Finally, by running several models on the same dataset one can compare the outputs to 
determine if the models depict change complexity differently.  Most relevant to this thesis 
will be the presentation of model outputs based on several local operators, which may be 
used to compute the graphical complexity of an animated choropleth map. 
The basemap used as the stimulus for the human-subject experiment will be 
described in Chapter 5-METHODS AND MATERIALS.  It creates abstract clusters using 
contrived data to isolate the three change characteristics examined in the study (cluster 
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intensity, number of clusters and cluster position) so that users’ response to each can be 
studied. While these abstract stimulus clusters effectively illustrate these characteristics 
of real-world maps, their extremely generalized clustering behavior makes them less 
useful for portraying differences between change metrics as they apply to real-world 
maps (e.g., visual differences between different types of operators would likely be less-
noticeable).  Therefore, ‘real-world’ data is used throughout this chapter in order to 
illustrate how local complexity models function.  For most illustrations, the dataset is 
county-level unemployment rate data for March and April 2002 for the states of 
Mississippi, Alabama and Georgia.  Each of the two maps was classified using a four-
class Jenks Natural Breaks scheme. 
Neighborhood functions tend to smooth data by computing a statistic for the focal 
unit based on its surrounding map units.  Local change metrics (after Goldsberry and 
Battersby 2009) are applied in a similar manner to an ‘imaginary’ choropleth map whose 
values represent the absolute difference in the attribute’s class membership value for two 
adjacent frames of an animation.  It is termed ‘imaginary’ because, while it does not 
actually exist, it may represent the mental, map-to-map comparison process employed by 
the map user.  The viewer’s foveal area defines the neighborhood size, according to the 
function (this version of the function yields the neighborhood radius in map units):  
 
Where         is the eye-to-computer screen distance in cm for the map user, and     is 
the appropriate conversion factor to change the radius from cm (i.e., eye-screen units) to  
 
(3) 
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Figure 4.1. Typical workflow for computing localized map complexity 
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map units.  This particular equation yields a foveal area neighborhood with a diameter of 
three degrees.  For the MOC variant of the model, a focal mean is then computed.  Figure 
4.1. shows the workflow for computing local complexity metrics for dynamic choropleth 
maps. 
Although less-evident in the sample dataset shown here, one problem posed by 
using a vector-based model is the undue influence played in the statistical function by 
large, irregularly-shaped polygons in combination with smaller polygons.  A good 
example of this occurs in the western US, where small, often densely-populated counties 
may occupy the same instantaneous foveal area (computational neighborhood) as much 
larger, rural counties.  Since polygons cannot be divided (i.e., they must be either 
excluded or included in the neighborhood) if even a miniscule portion of a large county 
falls within the foveal area, that county is included in its entirety.  This tends to lend more 
weight to these counties in the model output. 
This means that large, oddly-shaped counties in the test dataset surrounded by 
other large, oddly-shaped counties (such as those found in Nevada, Arizona and other 
western states) may be coded with disproportionately high MOC values.  While it may be 
true that larger polygons will have higher MOC values due to their possible higher visual 
salience, this advantage is augmented by ‘drawing on’ neighboring units, even if only a 
small portion of these units fall within the search radius for the polygon whose MOC (or 
focal mean) is being computed.  This factor is problematic when comparing these regions 
to others within the same map animation which have exactly the opposite characteristics, 
of which Hancock, Kentucky (Figure 4.2., right) is one example. Due to the small size 
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and uniform shape of most of Hancock’s neighboring counties within the foveal area, the 
match between the counties truly within the instantaneous foveal area and  
 
 
 
Figure 4.2. The potential problem caused by large, irregularly-shaped polygons. 
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those within a 200 km search radius used in its MOC computation (i.e., the user’s foveal 
area converted to map units) are much more similar than in the case of Elko, Nevada 
(Figure 4.2, left). 
One correction consists of counting a polygon only if its centroid falls within the 
neighborhood. This helps alleviate the size issue, but computing centroids for irregularly-
shaped or multipart polygons continues to pose a problem.  Alternatively, a weighting 
scheme could be used which favors polygons that fall completely within the foveal area 
(i.e., closer to the focal point) over those which only have a small corner within this zone. 
A third possible solution is to subdivide polygons via rasterization. 
Using the raster model, each unit is no longer structurally a polygon, but rather a 
polygon-shaped group of individual cells.  Assuming that the cell size chosen is small 
enough, the raster-based foveal area closely resembles the buffer pictured in Figure 4.2 
by the solid black line. The result is a more equal treatment of all units regardless of size 
during the scanning and MOC-computation process. 
A raster-based method offers several advantages.  Only those portions of 
enumeration units that are actually located within the foveal area are used in the 
computation.  Spatial weights (in the form of weighted kernels) can still be applied to 
cells if desired.  Finally, raster-based modeling environments are far more prevalent than 
vector-based methods, and thus a raster model can be more easily implemented. 
Any evaluation of which one of the two modeling methods is ‘better’ must 
address the issue of resolution and scale.  In a vector-based model, a polygon is 
considered in relation to its separate, individual neighbors’ values. The function used to 
establish this relationship could be the focal mean, variance, range, contrast with first-
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order neighbors, or higher-order statistics (Table 4.1.).  MOC uses the mean.  However, 
given a group of polygons rasterized at moderate-to-high spatial resolution, the individual 
pixel becomes the basis for processing, and each pixel composing a polygon is considered 
in the context of the pixels in its neighborhood.  This will likely include (dependent on 
eye-screen distance and map scale) many or most of those pixels constituting the same 
polygon, as well as those from other, neighboring polygons.  In this case, many more 
values are used in the computation: this usually results in a more smoothed output than 
vector-based methods, although similar patterns are usually portrayed by both methods.  
The pixel-based approach begins to resemble some aspects of image-texture research.  
The important question becomes, are the user’s eyes able to resolve pixel-level 
differences?  If so, what is the optimal cell size or resolution for processing maps with 
different-sized features (leaving aside the issue of the time required for processing the 
map)?  If not, the vector model, functioning at a larger, polygonal scale, is likely more 
representative of the human cognitive process. 
Due to the benefits described above, raster-based complexity models are 
emphasized in this thesis. This focus should not be interpreted as a blind endorsement of 
raster complexity models, but rather as a recognition of both their relative ease of 
implementation and the polygon-related drawbacks discussed above. Testing these two 
modeling approaches should be an important future research topic in the field of 
animated cartography. 
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Figure 4.3. Top: Complexity model output for: standard deviation (a & b), range (c), and 
absolute deviation, or variance (d). The two highlighted counties are the only two-class 
changes between the two animation frames (see Figure 4.1.) Bottom: Seven texture 
metrics evaluated by Hodgson and Lloyd (1986). 
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These model outputs are actually raster images, and thus image-processing 
operations can be carried to enhance interpretation of them. One such commonly used 
method is to establish a ‘threshold’ amount of change occurring within a given 
instantaneous foveal area: thresholding or ‘slicing’ can isolate and identify regions of a 
certain level of change, an approach which will be revisited in Chapter 8-DISCUSSION & 
CONCLUSION.  
Another type of  image enhancement is the contrast stretch. Contrast stretching 
does not mask pixels per se, but rather changes the histogram of a low-contrast image by 
altering the look-up table (LUT).  A number of histogram transformations are possible, 
one of the most common being based on standard deviations (SD).  A one-half SD stretch 
enhances brightness values close to the mean (+/- 0.5 SD), but effectively ‘blots-out’ all 
other values. By contrast, a two SD stretch does not enhance pixel values nearly as much 
but, since it only hides values that are farther into the tails of the distribution, more of the 
original data is retained.  Both approaches are useful, and are illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
A visual comparison of the outputs of the four statistical measures in Figure 4.3. 
reveals similar patterns.  Relative dissimilarity between the outputs is actually enhanced 
for  this particular dataset and map scale, where the foveal area was large relative to the 
average polygon size. If a dataset of the 3100 counties of the conterminous US states had 
been used instead, the result would be even more smoothed, and the differences more 
difficult to identify.  An evaluation of which metric, if any, ‘best’ corresponds to the 
perception of the map user with respect to a map’s dynamic complexity needs to be tested 
with human subjects. Research has shown (Stein and deBeurs 2005, Hodgson and Lloyd 
1986) that many complexity metrics’ performances are often closely correlated 
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.  
Figure 4.4. (a) MORC output, values from 0.01 to 0.47; (b) threshold at histogram mean 
(red = values above the mean); (c) two standard deviation contrast stretch; (d) one-half 
standard deviation contrast stretch 
 
with each other, meaning that one or two can often be used to the exclusion of the others.  
It is possible that the same situation holds true when they are used in GIS models. 
However, the human-subject test described in the upcoming chapters of this thesis 
did not have such an evaluation of complexity metrics as its primary goal, but rather an 
examination of the effect of the three change-cluster characteristics described earlier 
upon change-detection accuracy.  This chapter has acquainted the reader with the 
methods, functionality and challenges of using these metrics, as well as sample model 
output and several ways of interpreting that output.  However, further research is 
necessary to address questions raised by both this project and the research of Goldsberry 
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and Battersby (2009).  How well do the MOC metrics agree with a map reader’s 
cognitive process? How well do they measure complexity as experienced by such a map 
reader interpreting an animated choropleth map? The topic of metrics, models and their 
graphical output will be revisited in the final chapter of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 5 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
In order to determine the effect of three specific change-cluster behaviors on a 
viewer’s ability to detect change, a human-subjects experiment was designed and carried 
out.  This chapter describes the methods and materials used in the experiment.  After 
restating the research questions and hypotheses that are the goal of the project, seven key 
change-detection terms used extensively during this project are defined.  Separate 
sections follow, describing test participants, the design of the change-detection map 
stimulus, computer hardware, and testing procedures.  
5.1.  Research Questions, Hypotheses, and Key Terms 
5.1.1.  Research Questions 
The goal of this experiment was to provide answers to the following three 
research questions: 
1) What effect does the intensity of a change cluster have on its detectability by the     
viewer? 
H0 – All clusters of similar size, regardless of intensity, are equally-detectable by 
viewers. 
HA – Clusters with higher intensities will be more easily detected by viewers. 
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 2) By increasing cognitive load on the viewer, does the number of simultaneous 
change clusters in a scene affect the likelihood of their detection? 
H0 – All similar-sized clusters can be detected with equal accuracy, whether one, 
two or more appear on a map simultaneously. 
HA – The number of simultaneous change clusters in a map has a significant 
effect on change detection accuracy. 
3) Does the pattern of change clusters in a scene (e.g., distinct clusters that occur 
near each other versus a more dispersed cluster pattern) affect their 
detectability?  
H0 – The relative position of change clusters has no effect on detection accuracy. 
HA – The relative position of simultaneous change clusters in a map has a      
significant effect on change detection accuracy. 
In addition to these three questions, overall detection performance was measured relative 
to gender; general map familiarity; regular video-game-playing; and subjective 
perception of the ease of the test.  In each case, the null hypothesis was that each of these 
characteristics had no significant effect on change-detection accuracy by the test subject 
when detecting change clusters in animated choropleth maps. 
5.1.2.  Terminology 
It seems appropriate at this time to define some key terms specific to 
methodology that will be used frequently when describing the design, execution and 
results of this experiment.  These terms include: 
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change cluster: a space-time grouping of polygons that exhibit similar inter-scene class 
change (e.g., most tend to be promoted by one class across adjacent scenes in the 
animation).  These polygons must form a distinct spatial group; in this experiment, all 
change clusters are the same size, and consist of 100 polygons. 
change cluster intensity (CCI): similar to basic magnitude of change. A cluster in which 
65% of all polygons change class has a higher intensity than one where 40% of polygons 
change class.  The clusters in question must have an identical area extent, i.e., identical 
minimum bounding circles. This is the first of the three change behaviors to be analyzed. 
See Figure 5.1. 
                                                                                          
  
 
Figure 5.1. A 65% change cluster intensity (CCI) example from a 3-cluster dispersed 
stimulus 
 
number of change clusters (NCC): in this experiment, the number of change clusters in 
a scene varied from one to three.  This is the second of the three change behaviors to be 
analyzed. 
 
   
background (non-cluster, no change) 
cluster – cell that persisted 
cluster – cell that changed  
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change cluster position (CCP): two or more change clusters are considered ‘clustered’ if 
they exhibit queen contiguity.  A ‘dispersed’ group has no contiguous clusters.  A third 
category, ‘other’, exists only for three-cluster groups, and describes a condition where 
two of the three clusters are contiguous, and the third is not (Figure 5.2.).  This is the final 
change behavior of the three analyzed. 
                                                                                
Figure 5.2. Examples of the three change cluster positions (l-r): clustered, ‘other’ and 
dispersed 
 
map stimulus – the basic unit of analysis for the experiment, a single stimulus (or ‘two-
scene map pair’) consisted of two choropleth maps joined by a transition.  The first map 
(or frame) was randomly classified, while the second contained the change behavior(s) 
under consideration.  See Figure 5.3. for an illustration of a typical map stimulus as used 
in this experiment. 
cell or grid cell – a three-by-three grid superimposed on the map stimulus when viewed 
by the test subject.  Each change cluster was locationally constrained to only one of these 
nine cells, and none spanned cell boundaries. 
test instrument – also referred to the ‘Flash animation’, ‘Flash file,’ or simply ‘the 
animation’.  The test instrument, created in Adobe Flash, was the means by which 
subjects interacted with, and navigated between, the various map stimuli.  Its design is 
described in more detail below, and illustrated in Figure 5.7 and Appendix F.  
80 
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Figure 5.3 . A sample map stimulus, with 3 change clusters present (indicated by arrows). 
This experiment comprised 39 such stimuli. 
 
5.2.  Participants 
Eighty-four test subjects took part in this experiment.  They were recruited from 
six lower-level geography courses at the University of South Carolina, and, in return for 
approximately one-half hour of their time, they were compensated by cooperating 
instructors with extra credit in their respective courses.  The most subjects from a single 
course was 37, and the fewest was two.  The sample was balanced with respect to gender, 
comprising 42 men and 42 women.  Age ranged from 18 to 50, with a mean of 21.5 years 
(SD = 4.2); all but seven were under 25 years old.  All were undergraduates (8 freshman, 
25 sophomore, 26 junior, 27 senior).  Twelve were geography majors, and over one-half 
(46 subjects) had taken at least one geography class prior to the current semester.  Almost 
one-half of the sample (41 subjects) had their vision corrected with either glasses or 
contact lenses, and three (two males and one female) reported being color-blind.  Three 
participants performed so poorly (with responses beyond two standard deviations) that 
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they were excluded from the analysis to avoid skewing any findings.  See Chapter 6-
RESULTS for more details on the subject pool. 
The goal of this experiment was to measure the change-detection performance of 
non-expert users of animated choropleth maps.  No specialized knowledge was required 
to participate, and recruiting was done from lower-level, undergraduate geography 
classes.  The sample used here is fairly representative of ‘typical’ internet users of the 
modern era: relatively young, somewhat educated with at least a high-school education, 
of varying majors and backgrounds, and computer-literate.  While not a random sample 
by any means, it allows some generalizations to be made about the map interpretation and 
change-detection skills of similar users of choropleth animations, and, on a practical note, 
provided a large, economical pool of test subjects for the author.  Moreover, there is a 
trend of  similar convenience samples of undergraduates being used effectively in recent 
research in cartography (i.e., Fish et al. 2011; Fabrikant et al. 2010; Harrower 2007b; 
Griffin et al. 2006).  One additional benefit to using undergraduate subjects is that 
possible confounding cognitive effects due to ageing (see Rizzo et al. 2009) or to limited 
experience with computers and web maps is minimized, as undergraduates are likely to 
be both young and ‘tech-savvy’. 
The University of South Carolina’s Office of Research Compliance (ORC) 
reviewed the human-subjects aspects of this study design; this author was informed that, 
due to his provision for anonymous submission by test subjects of answers to the non-
invasive visual stimuli used in the experiment, the study was exempted from further 
review by the ORC.  Separate records of each individual’s participation, as well as 
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documentation of informed consent signed by each subject, were retained per ORC 
requirements. 
5.3.  Stimulus Design – Base Map 
This experiment examined how viewers perceive different kinds of change 
behaviors in the types of animated choropleth maps that are typically encountered on the 
internet, and which portray real-world data.  However, problems arise in controlled 
experiments which seek to examine only certain specific changes, isolating them from 
other, confounding spatial aspects of choropleth maps such as irregular size, shape and 
arrangement of polygons.  Because maps portray immutable real-world phenomena, the 
ability of the cartographer to manipulate the look and behavior of an animated map such 
as a choropleth is primarily limited to choices regarding color schemes, classification 
methods and (possibly) choice of enumeration units (i.e., the resolution or granularity of 
the map).  When working with units based on a fixed population size but widely varying 
spatial extent such as census geography, this can be a particularly difficult task.  In 
addition to these spatial issues are temporal ones. Finding time-series data that behaves in 
the kinds of ways needed to test the various ‘clustering’ hypotheses advanced in this 
project is challenging if not impossible. Some cartographic change-detection studies have 
used ‘real’ spatial and attribute data, but these tend to focus on changes in the class of a 
single polygon across two adjacent frames (e.g., Fish et al. 2011).  Of course, the 
cartographer’s goal should always be to represent geospatial phenomena as clearly and 
accurately as possible: the choices listed above should be used judiciously in order to 
better transmit information to the viewer.  
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One of the most important considerations in any map-complexity experiment 
relates to the base map used.  For this study, the base map consisted of a choropleth map 
whose values could exhibit one or more of the three change behaviors described above.  
Each test subject would first view frame one of the stimulus (a map with randomized 
background values), then frame two (a map with change clusters).  Three possible 
methodologies exist when designing choropleth maps for experiments: ‘real-world’ 
geometry and associated attribute values, real geometry with artificial attributes, and 
artificial geometry with artificial attributes. Each has benefits and drawbacks. 
In their study comparing animations to static small multiples regarding their 
effectiveness in portraying a moving cluster of values, Griffin and colleagues (2006) 
illustrated the use of artificial choropleth-like visual stimuli, together with moving 
clusters, generated using Java code.  In this case, the choropleth-like map was in fact 
formed from a tessellation of hexagons of identical size, resembling a ‘honeycomb’ effect 
(Figure 5.4a).  Such a design choice removed two possible confounding effects in the 
experiment: a test subject’s familiarity with the study area, as well as issues arising from 
irregularly-shaped ‘real-world’ polygons.  Since the project’s goal was to compare the 
relative effectiveness of two kinds of cartographic media in portraying moving clusters, 
extraneous factors such as polygon size and shape would have been challenging to work 
with, and potentially counterproductive.  While hexagons were used in that study, square 
raster cells are often used when the mapped phenomenon must be completely free from 
these confounding effects.  Depending on the cell size, such maps effectively become 
map-images (the MOC model outputs are examples of this type of map).  As the focus 
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Geometry      Attributes 
A.                                             
B.                                                
C.                                              
Figure 5.4. Three possible options when creating basemaps for change-detection 
experiments: A) artificially-generated geometry and attributes (tesselation); B) real-world 
geometry and attributes; and C) real-world geometry and artificial attributes.  Option C 
was used in this experiment. ((A) after Griffin et al., 2006) 
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of the Griffin et al. (2006) study was the illustration of moving spatiotemporal clusters, 
the hexagonal tessellation allowed these clusters to move in any random direction (not 
strictly in X or Y) with equal visual smoothness, something that standard square pixels 
would probably have failed to do.  
5.3.1.  Geometry of the Basemap 
For this project, a compromise solution was used in which ‘real-world’ map units 
(counties from the eastern portion of the United States) comprised the geometry, but with 
artificially-generated attribute data that drove the inter-scene class-change behaviors.  
Unlike counties based on the township and range system of the Midwest, many of which 
are precisely regular in their size as well as their square shape, the counties chosen for 
this basemap were irregular, but roughly (though by no means exactly) similar in size and 
shape.  Nevertheless, the shapes were generally compact.  Since not enough contiguous 
counties exist that satisfied the dimensional requirements of the project, the basemap 
geometry was developed by repeating the pattern of a select group of counties. 
Deriving the Map’s Geometry 
A square block extending 400 km on a side, containing approximately 200 
counties, was selected from portions of the states of Alabama, Indiana, Kentucky, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia.  This group of counties 
was duplicated nine times, then offset, rotated and merged back into the original group 
(Figure 5.5.).  The result was a 160,000 km
2
 block of relatively regularly-shaped 
polygons that could be used as a canvas on which to generate change clusters for the 
experiment.  The rotation helped prevent a repetitive pattern from being immediately 
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noticed by the viewer, and the square shape of the completed map ensured that no single 
part of the map was either de-emphasized due to geometric characteristics of its 
geographic location (such as the New England region), or else biased because subjects 
might be more interested in or familiar with their home region, as might have been the 
case had a full US county map been used.  After the final merge process, telltale straight 
lines (primarily the former boundaries of Tennessee) were made less noticeable via hand 
digitization, and the size distribution of the polygons was balanced to approximately 
normal by splitting and merging polygons as necessary.  The final dataset contained 1541 
polygons.  
                                                                                                                   
Select & Clip             Shift, Rotate & Merge 
Figure 5.5. The creation process for the choropleth geometry for the basemap, which 
contained 1541 polygons. Each of the 9 grid cells contained approximately 170 polygons. 
 
The size of the block of counties used had another advantage as well.  If a map of 
the counties of the 48 US states were to be viewed full-screen, these counties would be 
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about the same size in the US map as they were in the artificially-generated block.  In 
other words, their size was preserved in the new configuration.  The polygons were also 
large enough for their color fills (i.e., their class membership and class change) to be 
easily discernible by the subjects.  At a scale of 1:8.5 million and a screen resolution of 
1600 by 900 pixels, the on-screen extent of the final square map stimulus was 
approximately 15 cm by 15 cm.  
Compactness 
As previously discussed in the literature review, various methods of calculating 
the visual complexity of a static map’s geometry have been proposed.  One of these is 
graph theory, which calculates the edges, faces and vertices of a set of polygons, with 
lower values indicating less-complex arrangements (Slocum 2009; MacEachren 1982).  
A less computationally-intensive method is the compactness ratio (CR).  The numerical 
domain of the compactness ratio extends from zero to one: values of zero represent a 
hypothetical one-dimensional line, theoretically the least-compact shape possible, while a 
value of  one represent perfectly compact polygons, indistinguishable from a circle. 
Various forms of the CR have been proposed, although they perform the same function: 
1) the ratio of the polygon’s area divided by the square of its perimeter  
2) the ratio of the circumference of a circle with the same area as the polygon, 
divided by the perimeter of the polygon. 
3) The ratio of a polygon’s area divided by the area of its minimum bounding circle  
To demonstrate the general degree of compactness of the irregular polygons that 
composed the geometry of the test dataset described above and used in this experiment, 
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the Compactness Ratio of the basemap dataset was computed, using the method 
described in Roth and Papez (2006).  Figure 5.6. depicts the dataset’s CRs  in more detail.  
CR  =  
√    
      (
         
    
)
 
 
             
Figure 5.6 . Compactness ratio values for the basemap geometry.  
 
5.3.2.  Attributes – Assignment of Class Membership 
As described earlier, each stimulus in the experiment consisted of a random 
condition followed by a clustered condition.  A single, identical basemap with random 
attribute values was used for each stimulus, and was generated by assigning a random 
number from one to four (to represent class membership) to each polygon via the 
associated attribute table.  Because the order of the 1541 polygons in the attribute table 
was not random (due to the nine-fold block-duplication process discussed above), a two-
(4) 
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step process was used to establish class values and to remove this residual non-random 
grouping.  First, random numbers were assigned to each polygon.  The table was ordered 
on these random numbers, after which a second random number field from one to four 
was added.  The latter became the class value used for random classification of the 
basemap, which, via this process, was effectively classified via a quartile scheme.  A 
visual inspection showed few, if any, distinct patterns.  More objectively, a Moran’s I test 
for global autocorrelation yielded a result of  I  =  -0.03, z  =  -1.67, p  =  0.09, which 
indicated that the pattern was slightly more dispersed, or negatively-autocorrelated, than 
truly random (0.0).  However, its degree of randomness sufficed for the purposes of the 
experiment.  This dataset was used as the initial frame of each of the test’s 39 two-frame 
map pairs, and as the background to the clustered map in frame two. 
5.3.3.  Other Considerations 
Other factors to consider were number of classes, color scheme and transition 
type.  While the number of classes used for a classed choropleth map might typically 
extend from four to seven (Slocum et al. 2009), some have suggested that, because of the 
inherently-higher cognitive load associated with animated maps, as few as three classes 
should be considered (Harrower 2007b).  Due to the change complexity of animated 
maps, higher numbers of classes lead to exponentially-higher numbers of possible class-
change combinations (Goldsberry and Battersby 2009).  Since three classes is really the 
minimum for a non-binary choropleth map, a three-class scheme was tested.  However, 
the change clusters it produced appeared too ‘obvious’ during an initial pilot test, and 
thus a four-class scheme was chosen for this experiment. 
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The effect of color (hue) on perception of change in choropleth maps has not been 
extensively tested.  Due to the fact that color effects were not being measured in this 
project, and also to allow those with color-vision impairment to participate (estimated at 
approximately eight percent of the population, and mainly affecting males), a four-step, 
grey-scale color scheme (0, 40, 80, 100% black) was used.  
Finally, scene transition type can potentially affect change blindness and recall 
accuracy in studies involving animated choropleth maps.  The effectiveness of  ‘tweened’ 
versus ‘abrupt’ scene transitions in animated maps has been debated.  Those in favor of 
tweening point to the fact that a slower transition can help a viewer to detect a change as 
‘dynamic change’ rather than ‘completed change’, thus avoiding the ‘splat’ contingent of 
many things changing at once (Rensink 2002).  However, others suggest that, since a 
tweened animation actually contains colors that do not exist in the legend (e.g., in a 
transition from a dark green to a light green, the polygon passes through a series of ‘in-
between’ shades of green that, numerically, are meaningless to the viewer), tweening can 
confuse viewers, and therefore might not be ideal for use in choropleth map animations 
(Battersby and Goldsberry 2010).  Empirical evidence on the topic is relatively scant, but 
one recent study (Fish et al. 2011) found that tweening significantly assisted map viewers 
to perform both Type One and Type Three change-detection tasks.  
During informal interviews after a pilot test carried out using prototype stimuli, it 
was found that viewers preferred the abrupt-transitioned stimuli.  They were also found to 
score slightly higher on overall accuracy compared to the tweened transition.  Since the 
effectiveness of transitions on change detection remains an active research field, and 
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empirical evidence is rare, abrupt transitions were used between the frames of this 
experiment’s stimuli. 
5.4.  Stimulus Design – Change Conditions 
A set of nine identical, square cells was superimposed on the 1541 polygons of 
the basemap, with potential clusters allowed to occur only fully within these cells (i.e., 
never spanning two or more cells).  Each cluster was circular, comprised 100 polygons, 
and was approximately tangent to the cell that it was located within (Figure 5.1).  The on-
screen diameter of these clusters was between four and five cm at a screen resolution of 
1600 by 900 pixels, which meant that each cluster fell largely within the viewer’s foveal 
area at a 50 cm viewing distance (if the diameter of the foveal area is defined as 4°).  
Therefore, focusing on each distinct cluster in the map would probably require a slight 
gaze shift, i.e., it would be difficult to detect a group of three clusters in a given stimulus 
without moving the eyes, however slightly.  
The three predictor variables in the experiment were cluster intensity, number of 
clusters, and cluster position.  This section briefly describes how the various map stimuli 
illustrating each of these conditions were generated, expanding on the definitions of these 
terms found in the earlier Terminology section of this chapter. 
5.4.1.  Cluster Intensity 
The intensity of a change cluster is functionally equivalent to its Basic Magnitude 
of Change, and represents the proportion of polygons in the cluster that change class 
across a given time interval.  Three levels of cluster change intensity were chosen for use 
in this experiment: 65%, 80% and 95%.  For example, a 65% change cluster is shown in 
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Fig 5.1, along with the bounding tangent cell.  Out of the 100 polygons composing the 
cluster’s spatial extent, 65 of them changed class.  The rest of the polygons in the cell, 
approximately 70, remained static across the transition. 
The three intensity levels were each separated by 15%, with the highest (95%) 
representing a cluster where almost all polygons changed class across the scene 
transition.  The levels were chosen based on a compromise of visual discriminability 
(different enough from each other for most viewers to detect a difference yet not 
immediately obvious), but similar enough to imitate the kinds of spatial change that could 
be occurring in a ‘real-world’ cluster.  Again, the goal was to create an abstract, map-like 
stimuli where the inter-scene changes in clustering behavior could theoretically be 
extended to class and cluster changes in real-world choropleth maps, while removing as 
many confounding variables as possible from the experiment. 
In real-world choropleth maps, few of the kinds of changes investigated by this 
project occur against a completely unchanging background.  Using unemployment as an 
example, urban areas composed of a group of counties might see trends in a uniform 
direction, while single counties in the surrounding matrix of polygons can experience 
seasonal variation in rates, leading to more random ‘background noise’.  To ensure that 
the study modeled this phenomenon, all cells not containing a ‘change cluster’ as defined 
above (thus, between six to eight cells in each stimuli) were given a 15% ‘distractor’ 
cluster.  This was a cluster with the same areal extent as the change clusters (i.e., 100 
cells – see Figure 5.1.), but in which only 15 polygons changed class, instead of 65, 80 or 
95. This had the effect of making the change-detection / cluster-detection task slightly 
more difficult for the test subjects. For the three blank ‘control’ stimuli with no 
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significant change clusters, all nine cells in the stimulus received a 15% ‘distractor’ 
cluster. 
5.4.2.  Number of Change Clusters 
Research question #2 involved testing the number of simultaneous changes that 
can be perceived, or visually ‘attended-to’  by a viewer during a given animation.  To this 
end, one, two and three-change stimuli were designed.  For the 12 single-cluster stimuli, 
four of each intensity were used; the position of each was determined by a positional 
randomization process.  In the case of one of these single-cluster stimuli, the resulting 
cluster location was shifted from the center cell (i.e., cell five) to the periphery because 
all other single-cluster stimuli had a vacant center cell, and it was suggested that a central 
position for only one cluster could potentially bias viewers’ responses to that particular 
stimulus and question.  For two-cluster stimuli, a double-randomization process was used 
which assigned cluster intensities to two random cells out of the nine total.  Thus, any 
two intensities could be assigned to any two out of nine cells, resulting in various 
combinations (65-95, 80-95, etc.) in various juxtapositions.  For three-cluster stimuli, one 
of each intensity was assigned to each set of nine cells, again, in various positions.  
Appendix E shows the full set of 39 stimuli. 
5.4.3.  Change Cluster Position 
The three different change cluster positions used were clustered, dispersed and 
‘other’. These only applied to two- and three-cluster stimuli, and this condition formed 
the basis of Research Question #3.  
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For the clustered condition, all two or three change clusters had to be spatially-
contiguous (queen case).  In a map exhibiting the clustered condition, all magnitude of 
change (MOC) zones would be tangent to (and likely beginning to merge with) each 
other, forming one generalized blob. For the dispersed condition, no one change cluster 
was contiguous with another (again, queen case).  In the three-cluster condition, all three 
clusters were as distant from each other as was allowed by the confines of the three-by-
three cell grid, and formed a roughly equilateral triangle.  A MOC model output for such 
a map would probably retain distinct blobs for each of the two or three change clusters. 
Finally, the ‘other’ condition, possible only for three-cluster stimuli, consisted of two 
contiguous clusters and one non-contiguous one.  The MOC output for this condition 
would likely show two blobs of different sizes.  
 
Figure 5.7. Merging of BMOC blobs for clustered (left), dispersed (middle), and ‘other’ 
(right) stimulus conditions.  Note the low-level background change in each non-cluster 
cell. 
 
5.4.4.  Inter-scene Class Change Behavior 
This chapter has described in some detail the development of the basemap and the 
change clusters.  The current section now explains the method used to generate inter-
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scene class change.  Many choropleth animations which show real-world spatial change 
across time typically contain polygons that change (increase or decrease) by at most one 
class per frame, although this often depends on how many classes the data has been 
divided into.  Real-world change clusters can grow or shrink in extent (this was not 
studied in this experiment, however). 
Once the extent, intensity, number and location of the clusters was determined, 
the class attribute values of the those polygons participating in a given cluster (i.e., 15, 
65, 80 or 95 polygons per cluster) were changed by one class each.  For classes one, two 
and three, this meant promotion to classes two, three and four, respectively.  However, 
class four was a special case.  After experimentation involving both the promotion, 
demotion and ‘scattering’ of class-four polygons, it was decided to demote them to class 
three.  This meant that class three often became the mode class value of each cluster.  In a 
sense, the artificial variable ‘settled’ on class three as its terminal case.  Another option, 
an ‘endless loop’ whereby class four polygons were reclassified to class one, resulted in a 
‘perforated’ and hard-to-distinguish cluster, since class one in the greyscale color scheme 
was pure white.  This author, familiar with all aspects of the clusters, had great difficulty 
detecting changes when this latter promotion scheme was used, so it was unlikely that the 
test subjects would be more likely to perceive change clusters which behaved in this 
manner. See Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8. Class-change behaviors as used in the test stimuli 
5.5.  Test Materials 
5.5.1.  The Animation File 
The test was composed of 39 stimuli.  Three blanks (i.e., nine 15% ‘distractor’ clusters 
only) were included as controls, while the 36 remaining map pairs represented the various 
change behaviors described above.  See Appendix E for an illustration of the complete set 
of stimuli used in this experiment.  The 36-map dataset was composed of twelve one-
cluster, twelve two-cluster, and twelve three-cluster stimuli.  Within the one-cluster 
condition, there were four examples of each cluster intensity (65%, 80%, 95%).  Within 
the two-cluster condition, there were six examples of each change cluster position 
(dispersed and clustered), with random pairings of the three possible cluster intensities.  
Within the three-cluster condition (each of which contained all three cluster intensities), 
there were four examples of each change cluster position (dispersed, clustered and 
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‘other’).  Each subject saw the 39 map stimuli in one of five possible random orderings in 
order to offset learning effects, and each random test ordering was viewed by 
approximately the same number of subjects. 
The 39 two-scene map stimuli were presented to the test subjects as an Adobe 
Flash animation viewed in a web browser, with on-screen instructions, navigational 
buttons, and a three-stimulus practice test.  The Flash default setting of 24 frames per 
second was used.  The preliminary practice section acquainted each subject with the 
question format, as well as helping him or her to distinguish between ‘significant’ (65, 
80, or 95%) and ‘insignificant’ (15%) change clusters.  Each question took just over six 
seconds to play, and consisted of a two-cm red fixation cross similar to that used in 
cognitive science research, which appeared for two-seconds, followed by the random 
condition map for two seconds, then the clustered condition map for two seconds.  The 
final frame of the test showed the empty geometry of the basemap, with the nine-cell grid 
overlaid on it and instructions to indicate the cells that showed significant change (see 
Figure 5.9. and Appendix F).  
Due to the class-change behavior described above, the final, static state of each 
stimuli revealed the location of any significant changes that could have occurred, thus 
unnecessarily assisting the user in their detection task.  By removing the polygon class 
fills, the subject was actually required to recall the change that may have occurred during 
the previous two seconds.  Navigation buttons allowed the subject to replay the stimuli 
twice, for a total of three viewings, and a ‘next’ button loaded the next stimulus in the 
randomized sequence.  A hard-copy answer sheet was provided for recording answers; 
and is reproduced in Appendix B. 
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5.5.2.  Hardware 
All tests were performed using Dell Optiplex 980 workstations with Intel Core i5 
680 3.6 Ghz CPUs.  The stimuli were viewed on 20-inch LCD monitors with a resolution 
of 1600 by 900 pixels, with screen brightness and contrast each set to 75.  The test 
subjects’ eye-screen distance was approximately 50 cm, but each participant was allowed 
to sit at the workstation however was found to be most comfortable. 
 
Figure 5.9. The frames of a typical six-second stimulus animation sequence with one 
cluster. Larger examples of frames three and four can be found in Appendix F. (The 
dashed outline in frame one appears here for illustration purposes, and did not appear in 
the actual test.) 
 
5.6.  Test Procedure 
The 84 subjects participated in one of eight sessions over a three-week period.  
The test center was a computer lab in the USC Geography department, which was 
darkened to assist the subjects in their change-detection task.  Each session took about 
thirty minutes to complete. The subjects were welcomed, thanked for their participation, 
and asked to sit at the workstations but not to turn on the monitor.  One of the five 
versions of the animation file was open on each desktop in a Google Chrome web 
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browser session in full-screen mode.  Limited introductory information about the test, as 
well as instructions for completing the task, were read to participants from a script (see 
Appendix D) to ensure that all subjects brought roughly similar knowledge to the task 
before them.  Each person was asked to sign a consent form as per ORC requirements 
(see Appendix A), and was then provided with an answer sheet and attached 
questionnaire.  The questionnaire asked general demographic questions, some of which 
were used in the secondary research questions (see Appendix C).  No privacy dividers 
were placed between workstations, but participants were told to refrain from consulting 
one another; however, due to the randomization of the stimuli ordering (see above) no 
two adjacent subjects saw the same version of the test.  A single-digit code on the 
opening screen of the test, to be copied to the subject’s specific answer sheet, identified 
which version of the test each participant saw and facilitated the data-entry and correction 
process. 
Each of the 39 map stimuli viewed by the subjects could contain no more than 
three change clusters.  However, to allow for greater variety of responses, and to avoid 
letting knowledge of the maximum number of possible changes (i.e., three) affect user 
responses, subjects were informed, both verbally during the pretest instructions, as well 
as on-screen via the final, response screen of each stimulus, that anywhere from zero to 
nine changes could occur on a given stimulus.  It was predicted that this would force 
them to actually search the entire grid for ‘significant’ changes, instead of simply 
selecting an expected number such as three, etc., and then moving on to the next 
stimulus. 
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The time taken by each subject to complete the test ranged from 12 to 20 minutes.  
Subjects were not timed, and left the test center as soon as they completed the test.  The 
consent forms were collected and kept separate from the answer sheets and 
questionnaires to preserve anonymity, and names of participants were taken from the 
consent forms for submission to their instructors for promised extra credit.  Once each 
session was finished, the hard-copy answers were coded and input to a spreadsheet for 
analysis. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 RESULTS 
This chapter describes the results of the statistical tests used to answer three 
primary research questions, to explore possible interactions between these three main 
effects, and of additional tests performed for four demographic characteristics and their 
effect on overall change-detection accuracy by the test subjects. These four 
characteristics were: gender, whether video games were played regularly, the amount of 
prior knowledge of maps brought to the test by the subject, and how easy he or she found 
the test.  
6.1.  Experimental Design 
 Eighty-four volunteer human subjects each saw an identical set of 39 generalized 
choropleth map animations, in a within-subjects experimental design.  These animated 
map stimuli were used to test the following three hypotheses: 
 1. H0 – All clusters of similar size, regardless of intensity, are equally-detectable 
by viewers.  
2. H0 – All similar-sized clusters can be detected with equal accuracy, whether 
one, two or three appear on a map simultaneously. 
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3. H0 – The relative position of change clusters has no effect on detection 
accuracy. 
The complete set of animated map stimuli viewed by each subject is depicted in 
Appendix E.  As described in the previous chapter, each subject saw the stimuli in one of 
five random orderings to offset possible ‘learning effects’.  Thirty-six of the stimuli 
depicted various cluster behaviors, while three ‘blank’ animations consisting solely of 
15%, so-called ‘distractor’ cells, served as experimental controls for measuring  
participant response bias (part of Signal Detection Theory, discussed below; see also 
section 6.6 of this chapter).  
Twelve stimuli contained a single change-cluster behavior, twelve had two 
clusters, and twelve had three.  Three had no clusters, for a total of 39 stimuli.  Responses 
to these three conditions formed the dataset for testing Hypothesis #2, for the effect of 
number of simultaneous clusters on detection accuracy.  Of the twelve single-cluster 
stimuli, there were four of each cluster intensity level (65, 80, 95), which were used to 
test Hypothesis #1, regarding detection accuracy versus intensity.  Because three intensity 
levels were used in the experiment, the twelve two-cluster stimuli were each assigned two 
cluster intensities (65, 80, or 95) and positions (one through nine) in a two-step 
randomization process.  Finally, within the twelve three-cluster stimuli were four 
examples of each type of clustering behavior (dispersed, clustered, ‘other’), for testing 
Hypothesis #3. See Figure 6.1.  
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Figure 6.1. Schematic of within-subjects study design for three test conditions and 39 
map stimuli.  Each subject saw multiple examples (either four or 12) of each of the three 
test conditions.  The individual stimuli were randomized and were not seen grouped as 
the stimuli are listed in this figure. 
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A within-subjects experiment using a repeated-measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) technique requires each subject to view each test condition.  In this study, four 
examples of each condition were presented for Research Questions one and three, and 
twelve of each were presented for Research Question two.  Each subject’s responses for 
each condition were thus averaged across either four or 12 responses to form a more 
robust individual-level measure for use in the analysis.  The goal of the ANOVA was to 
test for significance in the differences of the three conditions’ means for each of the three 
hypotheses, to determine the effect of the three clustering behaviors on change-detection 
accuracy.  Three measures of performance were used. 
6.2.  Evaluating Participants’ Change-Detection 
Each stimulus consisted of a three-by-three grid of nine cells in which change 
clusters could appear across the scene transition. No more than three change clusters 
occurred in a single stimulus, but the test subjects were not made aware of this fact. Each 
participant could therefore mark a maximum of nine cells as containing change clusters. 
This section will discuss several methods that can be used to evaluate performance of 
participants in this type of task. 
6.2.1.  Number Correct on Change Clusters Only 
The most straightforward means of scoring the participants would be a simple 
‘number correct’ computation performed only on the change clusters (Figure 6.2.).  This 
method is a biased measure, however, because participants who tend to answer liberally 
when faced with the detection task would receive artificially-inflated scores due merely 
to the higher number of cells marked as having changed.  In effect, a score based only on 
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how many change clusters were detected rewards subjects who simply guess, leading to 
misrepresentative results. 
6.2.2.  Number Correct for all Nine Cells 
An improvement upon the last method is a number correct out of all possible 
cells, in this case nine.  Instead of focusing solely on the one to three cells that contain 
changes that are correctly identified (i.e., a ‘hit’), nine correct responses are possible; in 
addition to accurately identifying a change-cluster cell, a correct answer would also 
consist of not marking a cell that did not change (Figure 6.2.)  
 
Figure 6.2. Two possible ways of scoring the responses of test subjects.  Focusing only 
on cells that changed biases the scores in favor of those with a tendency to mark more 
cells, such as Subject A. 
 
6.2.3.  Signal Detection Theory 
Another option is Signal Detection Theory (SDT).  SDT has been used in 
experiments in the fields of psychology for decades (Griffin and Bell 2009), and is useful 
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in revealing a more nuanced view of subject performance in tasks that require the 
detection of some form of ‘signal’ from ‘background noise.’  The term signal is used 
loosely, and can refer to either auditory or visual stimuli, among others (Macmillan and 
Creelman 2005).  These types of tasks bear some similarity to certain types of cognitive 
mapping tests, and methods from SDT have recently been used in cartographic 
experiments that evaluate subject performance in map recall tasks (Fish et al. 2011; 
Griffin and Bell 2009).  
Two SDT metrics which were used in this experiment were a measure of 
discriminability or sensitivity (d-prime or d’) and a measure of participant decision bias 
(criterion c, or ‘c’).  Many other ways of statistically quantifying so-called ‘decision 
space’ exist in SDT, and the interested reader is referred to the comprehensive text by 
Macmillan and Creelman (2005) for more details on the SDT methodology. 
Signal Detection Theory breaks down signals, or responses to stimuli, to a finer 
degree than the ‘number correct’ measure discussed earlier.  Instead of just two results 
(‘correct answer’ and ‘incorrect answer’), SDT recognized four possible results from 
each decision: hit, miss, false alarm, and correct rejection (H,M,F,CR, respectively).  Hits 
and correct rejections are both considered ‘correct answers’, while misses and false 
alarms are ‘incorrect answers’ (Table 6.1.).  One of the advantages of this classification is 
that, in some cases, one type of incorrect answer may be preferable to the other (i.e., in an 
animated map, detecting a non-existent change may be preferable to missing a 
potentially-important change).  
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Table 6.1. Contingency table showing the 4 possible SDT 
responses to a ‘signal’. 
 
D-prime or discriminability measures the difference between the distribution of 
the hit rate (H) and that of the false alarm rate (F): 
d’ = z(H) – z(F)  
The greater the statistical distance between the z-transformations of these two rates, the 
higher the d-prime value, and thus the greater is the sensitivity of the decision that is 
made.  Typical d-prime values can extend from zero (no difference between hits and false 
alarms means the subject is purely guessing) to about 2.0, although its maximum possible 
value is about 6.5 (Keating 2005).  Negative d’ values indicate more false alarms than 
hits.   
However, when computing the hit and false-alarm rates, problems can arise in the 
case of  subjects with ‘perfect’ scores, when either of the incorrect answers (misses or 
false alarms) is zero, leading to division by zero. One possible solution to this problem is 
to add a small scalar value to each number in the SDT decision matrix prior to computing 
the rates (Macmillan and Creelman 2005).  A value of 0.5 as a scalar is suggested but, 
due to the relatively small number of possible response cells (nine) and the consequent 
‘coarseness’ of the measure in this instance (i.e., the limited number of possible values 
(5) 
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the SDT metric(s) could take), 0.1 was chosen instead, and added to the test data when 
computing the two SDT metrics used.  Thus, while a very minor amount of absolute 
inaccuracy was introduced into the scores, the scores’ accuracy relative to each other was 
not altered.  This problem of ‘perfect’ scores was particularly prominent in the present 
study, due to the fact that it was relatively easy to get a ‘perfect’ score; in most 
experiments where d-prime and criterion c are employed as metrics, the large number of 
possible signals means that truly ‘perfect' scores – and thus the need for scalars – are 
quite rare. 
The second SDT measure used in this analysis is called criterion c, and is a 
measure of an individual participant’s response bias.  For example, in the present 
experiment, in the absence of a strong idea of where (or even if) change clusters are 
occurring, a subject will have to guess, in a forced-response type of question (i.e., some 
answer must be entered before the test instrument – in this case, the Flash animation – 
allows them to proceed.).  They will in effect be guessing, but will their potential errors 
be errors of commission or omission?  It is likely that people tend to make this decision 
uniformly, i.e., to use a pair of informal terms coined during this experiment, they are by 
nature either ‘missers’ or ‘false alarmers’.  
Somewhat counter-intuitively, a tendency to say ‘no’, and thus to risk missing a 
change, results in a positive value for criterion c, and is termed ‘positive bias’ in the SDT 
literature, while negative bias describes the opposite behavior (Macmillan and Creelman 
2005).  When the False Alarm rate is equal to the Miss rate, there is no bias either way 
and c = 0. Note that, given a stimuli with three possible change clusters in nine cells, c 
could be 0 either in the case of 1) an incredibly accurate subject (3,0,0,6) or 2) a wildly 
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inaccurate one (0,3,3,3).  Recall that the set of four numbers refers to H,M,F,CR, and that 
the middle two numbers are the incorrect answers. In either of the above cases, there is 
no bias (the two middle numbers are identical), which is why c should not be reported in 
isolation; it is often paired with d-prime in analytical results.  Criterion c is computed as 
criterion c  = -½[z(H) + z(F)]  
C is negative whenever the false alarm rate is greater than the miss rate, and is positive 
when it is less.  Its possible range spans 0, with practical maxima of about  2.5 on both 
positive and negative ends of the range.  
In this experiment, each test subject’s performance on a given stimulus generated 
three measures of accuracy: number correct, d-prime and criterion c.  As stated above, 
each of these three scores on multiple examples of similar conditions (either four or 12) 
was aggregated into one score for the analysis, by treating the four stimuli as one big 
search space (i.e., instead of generating number correct, d-prime and c for each stimulus 
and then averaging the four numbers, number correct, d-prime and c were computed for 
the hits, misses, false alarms and correct rejections of all 36 [i.e., 9 * 4, for research 
questions 1 and 3] or 108 [i.e., 9 * 12,  for research question 2] responses possible for 
each condition and subject.) 
One final note on SDT is relevant here.  Although each of the SDT metrics was 
generated for each subject and condition instance, d-prime is a more meaningful measure 
than c when comparing mean accuracy by condition in an ANOVA.  Griffin and Bell 
(2009) defined d-prime as the ‘difficulty’ of a decision, while criterion c is the ‘likelihood 
of answering one way or another’ (p.147). Recall that d-prime is considered a measure of 
(6) 
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discriminability, or sensitivity, meaning how easy it is to extract the ‘signal’ from 
‘background noise.’ It is actually the statistical distance between the distributions of the 
Hit rate and the False Alarm Rate.  This may vary across test conditions for a given 
subject more than does the bias measure c, which may rather describe a given 
participant’s mental process.  For example, a subject who tends toward reticence (and 
thus risks missing change clusters – c would be positive in this case) is likely to exhibit 
this trait when making most or all of his decisions, and thus, c might be similar across 
most or all of the test conditions judged by that subject.  
 However, because this assumption is untested, c is computed for each condition 
and included in the ANOVA analysis.  Caution and common sense should be used when 
assigning meaning to statistically-significant findings for criterion c. 
6.3.  Characteristics of the Subject Pool 
A questionnaire attached to the answer sheet gathered data on gender, age, class, 
general experience with maps (a combination of a) being a geography major, and b) if not 
a major, having taken a geography class prior to the current semester), whether vision 
was corrected, whether or not the individual played video games regularly, and how easy 
they considered the test to be.  Some of these variables have been considered in previous 
cognitive-cartography research.  They were used as independent variables in a secondary 
analysis performed on the full dataset only (i.e., considering all 36 change stimuli 
equally), and using only a (non-SDT) percent correct score, to get a general idea of 
whether these characteristics affect change-detection abilities.  Table 6.2. summarizes the 
characteristics of the 84 subjects who took the test. 
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Once the analysis had begun, it was quickly noted that change-detection accuracy 
varied widely across the 84 subjects.  Since the goal of the study was to discover the 
effects of change cluster behaviors on the change-detection accuracy of ‘ordinary’, non-
expert users, this was to be expected, and most of the responses were included in the 
analysis.  However, several of the most extreme outliers were removed.  
Table 6.2. Characteristics of the pool of test subjects.  
 
* 2 subjects did not respond  
 
What determined an ‘outlier’?  Three different metrics of accuracy were used in 
this analysis, and subjects were far from consistently ‘good’ or ‘poor’ at all three en 
masse.  Rather, the between-subject variability signaled a broad range of change-
detection abilities, with certain individuals tending to perform more poorly on one 
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measure or condition, than another.  Recall that criterion c tends to identify the signal-
detection strategy of the individual being monitored, and specifically focuses on whether 
that person, in the absence of any solid decision, tends to choose ‘change’ or ‘no change’.  
During the data-entry process after the experiment, it was noted that several individuals 
would, with great consistency across the test’s 39 stimuli, mark from six up to all nine 
cells as having changed.  It was evident that these subjects’ responses added little to – 
and could in fact badly skew – the analysis, because they were guessing wildly.  Note as 
well that these subjects’ criterion c scores would be strongly negative.  
Thus, all subjects were ranked according to their average score for criterion c, and 
the three scores which were greater than two standard deviations from the mean c score 
(at 0.1, the mean was close to zero, or ‘no bias’) were dropped.  Two of these outliers 
were male, and one was female; all had negative c scores.  Ranking based on response 
bias was deemed the most reasonable, robust way to remove scores that added nothing to 
the analysis, while not removing less systematically-‘poor’ scores which could be 
meaningful.  From this point onward in this thesis, all descriptions, tables and plots of test 
results use this trimmed, 81-member dataset unless otherwise specified.  
6.4.  Three Main Hypotheses – Results 
All of the data for this project was analyzed using SPSS; charts were created in 
either SPSS or Excel. 
6.4.1.  RQ1: Cluster Intensity 
Research Question One considered the effect of a change cluster’s intensity, or 
magnitude of change, on a subject’s ability to detect it.  Table 6.3. shows the summary 
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statistics for the cluster intensity behavior, and Figure 6.3 shows boxplots of the same 
data. 
Recall that, for this hypothesis, all stimuli contained only one cluster.  These 
results show that, as the intensity of the change cluster increased, so did the participants’ 
mean score as well as d-prime value.  The bias criterion c did not follow this pattern – 
when encountering relatively weak (65%) clusters, there was a tendency to miss the 
change (i.e., a positive bias value), while, on the whole, negative bias characterized 80% 
change-detection scenarios. Bias shifted nearer to neutral for the 95% signal, the 
strongest of the three cluster intensity conditions viewed.  
Cluster Intensity and its Effect on Mean Number Correct 
The mean score improved as the intensity of change clusters increased from 65% 
intensity (mean = 7.36 cells correct, SD = 1.27), to 80%  (mean = 7.69 cells correct, SD = 
1.00), to 95% (mean = 7.75 cells correct, SD = 1.12).  There was a significant effect of 
change-cluster intensity on mean score (F (2, 160) = 8.606, p < 0.0005).  A pairwise 
comparison for the main effect of ‘mean number correct’ using a Bonferroni correction 
showed a significant difference between the 65% and 80% intensity conditions (p = 
0.007), and the 65% and 95% conditions (p = 0.001). The difference between 80% and 
95% intensity conditions was not significant (p = 1.000). 
Cluster Intensity and its Effect on Mean D-Prime 
The mean d-prime score improved as the intensity increased from 65%  (mean d’ 
= 2.12, SD = 1.23), to 80% (mean d’ = 2.78, SD = 1.03), but decreased slightly for the 
95% intensity condition (mean d’ = 2.74, SD = 1.22).  There was a significant effect of 
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change-cluster intensity on mean d-prime score (F (2,160) = 16.76, p < 0.0005). The 
result of a Bonferroni-corrected paired comparison showed that d-prime  
Table 6.3. Statistical summary for research question #1.  ‘Score’ refers to the mean 
number correct out of a possible maximum of nine. 
 
 
Figure 6.3. Boxplots showing  overall performance as percent correct; d-prime; and 
criterion c across the three change cluster intensity conditions.  When interpreting the 
boxplots in this chapter, note that they show the median and interquartile range, not the 
mean reported in the text.  Dashed lines show zero discriminability (i.e., ‘guessing’) and 
zero bias, respectively. 
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(discriminability) differed significantly between the 65% intensity level and the 80% 
level, and between the 65% and 95% levels (p < 0.0005 for both comparisons).  There 
was no significant difference between the 80% and 95% change levels (p  = 1.000). 
Cluster Intensity and its Effect on Mean Criterion C 
  There was also a significant effect of change-cluster intensity on mean criterion c 
(F (2, 160) = 8.988, p < 0.0005). The mean criterion c score showed slight positive bias 
(i.e., tendency to miss a change) for the 65% condition (mean c = 0.12, SD = 0.61).  Bias 
turned negative for the 80% condition (mean c = -0.15, SD = 0.50), but moved closer to 
neutral for the 95% condition (mean c = -0.06, SD = 0.47).  A pairwise comparison for 
the main effect of  the criterion c using a Bonferroni correction showed a significant 
difference in subject bias between the 65% and 80% intensity conditions (p < 0.0005), 
and the 65% and 95% conditions (p = 0.031).  The difference between 80% and 95% 
intensity conditions was not significant (p = 0.403).  
Summary 
 These results indicate that, across all 3 types of scores, responses were 
significantly different for the lowest-intensity condition (65% change), and that no 
significant difference existed between detection accuracy of the 80% and 95% clusters. 
Based on percent correct and d-prime, the 65% clusters were more apt to be missed by 
subjects.  Thus, the null hypothesis of no effect is rejected at the α = 0.05 level. 
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6.4.2.  RQ2: Number of Simultaneous Change Clusters 
Research Question Two considered the effect of the number of change clusters on 
detection accuracy.  Table 6.4. shows the summary statistics, and Figure 6.4 shows 
boxplots of the same data. 
The mean number of correct answers (hits and correct rejections) increased 
slightly as the number of clusters in a stimulus increased.  At the same time, the 
discriminability varied little, increasing with two clusters, but diminishing with three. 
Participant bias to say ‘change’ decreased dramatically from one, to two, to three clusters, 
however, reflecting the increased detection accuracy as the number of clusters increased. 
Number of Clusters and its Effect on Mean Number Correct 
The mean score increased as the number of Change Clusters increased from one 
cluster present (mean = 7.59 cells correct, SD = 1.00), to two clusters (mean = 7.86 cells 
correct, SD = 0.87), to three clusters (mean = 7.94 cells correct, SD = 0.78).  There was a 
statistically-significant effect of the number of Change Clusters on mean score (F(2, 126) 
= 12.265, p < 0.0005). The data used in this analysis failed a sphericity test for equal 
variances (Mauchly’s χ2 = 24.9, df = 2, p < 0.0005), and therefore a Greenhouse-Geisser 
correction was applied.  A Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparison for the main effect 
of ‘mean number correct’ showed a significant difference between the one- and two-
cluster conditions (p < 0.0005), and the one- and three-cluster conditions (p = 0.001).  
The difference between two- and three-cluster conditions was not significant (p = 0.667). 
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Table 6.4. Statistical summary for research question #2.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4. Boxplots showing overall performance as percent correct; d-prime; and 
criterion c across one, two, and three-cluster conditions. 
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Number of Clusters and its Effect on Mean D-Prime 
The mean d-prime score varied as the number of change clusters increased from  
one cluster present (mean d’ = 2.50, SD = 1.11), to two clusters (mean d’ = 2.61, SD = 
1.00), but decreased when three clusters were present (mean d’ = 2.55, SD = 1.02).  
However, there was no significant effect of number of change clusters on the mean d’ 
score (F(2, 141) = 0.709, p = 0.477).  A Greenhouse-Geisser correction was necessary 
(Mauchly’s χ2 = 11.52, df = 2, p = 0.003). 
Number of Clusters and its Effect on Mean Criterion C 
The mean criterion c score showed slight negative bias (i.e., tendency to answer 
‘change’) when only one cluster was present (mean c = -0.06, SD = 0.49).  Bias turned 
positive for the two-cluster condition (mean c = 0.10, SD = 0.43), and even more so for 
3-cluster stimuli (mean c = 0.29, SD = 0.39).  There was a statistically-significant effect 
of number of change clusters on mean c score (F(2, 149) = 35.10, p < 0.0005)  A 
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was necessary (Mauchly’s χ2 = 6.0, df = 2, p = 0.05).  A 
pairwise comparison for the main effect of ‘mean criterion c score’ using a Bonferroni 
correction showed a significant difference in participant bias at all levels: between the 
one- and two-cluster conditions (p = 0.001), the one- and three-cluster conditions (p < 
0.0005), and the two- and three-cluster conditions (p < 0.0005).  
Summary  
 These results indicate that, across the three test conditions for research question 
two, responses were significantly different for the single-cluster condition, versus the two 
and three-cluster stimuli.  Participants performed significantly more poorly when asked to 
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correctly identify the single cluster in a one-cluster stimuli, than two and three-cluster 
stimuli, thus ensuring the rejection of the null hypothesis at the α = 0.05 level.  Note that 
this does not necessarily mean that subjects had a more difficult time identifying the 
specific cluster that changed (compared to two- or three-cluster conditions), but that they 
were likely to indicate that clusters other than the correct one(s) had changed as well.  It 
should also be noted that for this test condition, variances for number correct, d-prime 
and c were significantly unequal. 
6.4.3. RQ3: Change Cluster Position 
The third and final hypothesis examined the effect that change-clusters’ relative position 
or pattern within a stimulus (i.e., dispersion or clustering) had on their detectability.  Table 6.5. 
shows the summary statistics, and Figure 6.5 shows boxplots of the same data.  
Cluster Position and its Effect on Mean Number Correct 
The mean score was highest for the dispersed condition (mean = 8.09 cells 
correct, SD = 1.10), slightly lower for the clustered condition (mean = 7.91 cells correct, 
SD = 0.94), and lowest for the ‘other’ condition (mean = 7.67 cells correct, SD = 0.92).  
There was a statistically-significant effect of change cluster position on mean score (F(2, 
160) = 7.997, p < 0.0005).  A pairwise comparison for the main effect of ‘mean number 
correct’ using a Bonferroni correction yielded the following results: the difference 
between the dispersed and clustered conditions was not significant (p = 0.283), nor was 
the different between clustered and ‘other’ (p = 0.052).  There was a significant 
difference in mean scores between dispersed and ‘other’, however (p = 0.001). 
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Table 6.5. Statistical summary for research question #3.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.5. Boxplots showing overall performance as percent correct; d-prime; and 
criterion c across dispersed, clustered and ‘other’ cluster positions.  
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Cluster Position and its Effect on Mean D-Prime 
The mean d-prime score was highest for the dispersed condition (mean d-prime = 
3.34, SD = 1.33), slightly lower for the clustered condition (mean d-prime = 2.88, SD = 
1.21), and lowest for the ‘other’ condition (mean d-prime = 2.41, SD = 1.06).  There was 
a statistically-significant effect of change cluster position on mean score (F(2, 160) = 
23.40, p < 0.0005).  A pairwise comparison for the main effect of ‘mean d-prime’ using a 
Bonferroni correction indicated that the differences between d-prime scores were 
significant for all conditions: between the dispersed and clustered conditions (p = 0.002), 
and between dispersed and ‘other’, and clustered and ‘other’ (p < 0.0005). 
Cluster Position and its Effect on Mean Criterion C 
The mean criterion c score for each condition was positive, indicating that 
subjects tended to say ‘no change’.  The mean criterion c score was highest for the ‘other’ 
condition (mean c = 0.44, SD = 0.41), while almost identical for the dispersed condition 
(mean c = 0.22, SD = 0.41) and the ‘clustered’ condition (mean c = 0.21, SD = 0.48). 
There was a statistically-significant effect of change cluster position on mean score (F(2, 
160) = 9.629, p < 0.0005).  A pairwise comparison for the main effect of ‘mean c-score’ 
using a Bonferroni correction indicated that the differences between criterion c scores 
were significant for the dispersed and ‘other’ conditions (p = 0.002), and for the clustered 
and ‘other’ conditions (p < 0.0005).  There was no significant difference for criterion c 
between the dispersed and clustered conditions (p = 1.000). 
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 Summary  
 The ANOVA test showed that groups of three clusters arranged in a position other 
than dispersed or contiguous (queen case) were significantly less likely to be detected, 
although precisely which pattern of the several termed ‘other’ is driving this result is 
unclear, and cannot be determined due to the limited number of cases with each pattern. 
The biggest difference was between the dispersed and ‘other’ conditions. However, for 
purposes of this test, the null hypothesis of no effect of cluster position is rejected at the α 
= 0.05 level.  
6.5.  Exploring Interaction Effects  
There is a chance that a subject’s change-detection accuracy could be affected by 
the combination of two or even three of the independent variables considered in the 
analysis.  A three-factor ANOVA was employed to see if intensity, number of clusters 
and position were interrelated in this way.  
6.5.1.  Re-Scoring the Participants 
In designing the one-factor ANOVA described in previous sections, the 39 nine-
cell map stimuli were classified according to which of the three behaviors was the focus 
of specific test (i.e., an entire stimulus was either a one, two or three-cluster stimulus, a 
65, 80, or 95% intensity stimulus, or a dispersed, clustered or ‘other’ stimulus, 
respectively, and the scoring method utilized – number correct, d-prime or criterion c – 
was based on a subject’s number of ‘correct’ responses for all nine cells composing the 
stimuli, whether they were hits or correct rejections).  The nine-cell grid was the unit of 
analysis in the one-factor ANOVA analyses.  
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For the three-way test, a new scoring method was devised, based solely on the 
individual cells actually containing a change-cluster.  If, for example, a three-cluster 
dispersed stimulus was being scored, it made no difference whether all nine cells were 
selected (a ‘False-Alarmer’), or only the three that changed: that subject, for that 
stimulus, received a perfect score of three-out-of-three.  In other words, participant bias 
was ignored, because the focus was now only correct-or-incorrect for the individual 
cluster itself, not a general score for the entire map stimulus that contained the cluster.  
In designing the three-factor test, the three intensity levels (65, 80, 95 - factor 
one) were combined with two cluster numbers (two and three - factor two) and two 
cluster positions (dispersed and clustered - factor three).  Due to the inclusion of factor 
three, the single-cell stimuli could not bet considered; the ‘other’ category for factor three 
was removed from analysis as well, since, for two-cell stimuli, there were only clustered 
and dispersed conditions.  Figure 6.6. shows the twelve categories formed by the three 
factors.  
The three clusters in stimuli #27-30 (dispersed) and #31-34 (clustered) composed 
the six categories for the three-cluster conditions in Figure 6.6.  Four examples of each 
existed in the entire test, and therefore the maximum possible score for each subject was 
[number of clusters correctly detected / 4], thus ranging from {0, 0.25….1.0}.  Two-cell 
examples of these combinations of conditions were used as well but, because only two 
out of three cluster intensities could occupy a given two-cluster stimulus, there were not 
necessarily four of each example.  Regardless, these scores were normalized (e.g. for five 
possible instances, scores were {0, 0.2, 0.4…1.0}) in the same manner as above. 
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Figure 6.6. Data setup for the three-factor ANOVA. Subject responses in all cells 
other than those that contained change clusters were disregarded in this three-
factor ANOVA. 
 
6.5.2.  Interaction Effects 
Using the scoring method detailed above, there was a significant two-way 
interaction between factor two (number of clusters) and factor three (cluster position), (F 
(1, 83) = 12.097, p = 0.001).  More importantly, however, the three-way interaction 
between cluster intensity, number of clusters and cluster position was also significant, (F 
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(2, 166) = 18.743, p < 0.0005).  Of subordinate interest was a significant main effect of 
cluster intensity, (F (2, 166) = 67.672, p < 0.0005).  This reflects the results of the one-
way ANOVA for this factor, but this test only considered the accuracy scores for the 
actual change clusters in isolation, not that of all nine cells in the host stimuli, and thus 
has a much stronger meaning here.  Nevertheless, since this main effect is inextricably 
bound up in its interaction via the three-way interaction with both cluster number and 
position, it is not possible, given the present study design, to isolate this effect.  Table. 
6.6. lists the non-significant results from the three-way test. 
6.6.  Demographic Characteristics as Factors 
Nine post-test questions were asked of the subjects via an attached questionnaire 
(Appendix D).  Given the extremely small age range (five) for the vast majority of 
participants, and its likely correlation with ‘year in school,’ there was little point in 
testing for the effect of these variables.  Other characteristics that were not tested include 
vision correction (it was assumed that all subjects who had their vision corrected wore 
their glasses or contacts to the test), and color blindness (due to only three subjects being 
affected; also, the black-and-white color scheme of the map stimuli was designed to 
remove this variable from consideration).  On the other hand, the effects of gender, 
whether or not a subject played video games regularly, any prior experience with maps or 
with geography in general (a prior class and/or being a major), and how easy the subject 
found the test were all explored.  These results are summarized below. 
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Table 6.6. Non-significant results from the three-factor ANOVA test 
 
 
Figure 6.7. Non-significant interaction effects of (left) [cluster intensity * number of 
clusters], and (right) [cluster intensity * cluster position] 
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Figure 6.8. Significant interaction effects: (top) number of clusters cluster position, and 
(bottom) the three-way interaction.  Interaction among intensity and position when (left) 
two change clusters are present, and (right) three clusters are present  
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6.6.1.  Gender 
Women (mean =  0.873) were slightly more accurate when detecting change 
clusters than men (mean = 0.858) were.  An independent samples t-test indicated that the 
difference between the mean scores of men and women was not significant (t = -0.856, df 
= 63, p = 0.395, two-tailed). Since the variances were not equal (Levene’s F=4.146, p = 
0.045), the degrees of freedom were reduced from 79 to 63.  
 
Figure 6.9. Boxplots showing change-detection performance by gender. 
6.6.2.  Gamer Status 
Previous change-detection research in the field of psychology (e.g., Durlach et al. 
2009) has found that video gamers are overwhelmingly male.  This situation held true for 
the present study as well, as all but one of the 21 subjects who answered ‘Yes’ to the 
question ‘Do you play video games regularly?’ were men.  For this reason, the test for 
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possible effects of video game playing on change-detection was limited to the 40 male 
participants.  Twenty of these men were ‘gamers,’ and twenty were not.  
Somewhat surprisingly (given the suggestion by some that ‘gaming’ improves 
visual-cognitive skills – see references in Griffin et al. 2006), non-gamers (mean =  
0.861) did a slightly better job detecting change clusters than gamers (mean  =  0.854) 
did.  An independent samples t-test indicated that the difference between the mean scores 
of gamers and non-gamers was not significant (t = -0.231, df = 38, p = 0.819, two-tailed).  
However, gamers (mean score 0.84) out-performed non-gamers (mean score 0.81) 
on the blank ‘control’ stimuli, where the only correct answer was to mark nothing.  The 
difference in mean scores was not significant, p = 0.484. On average, gamers (c = 0.23) 
were more positively biased than non-gamers (c = 0.1), meaning that they were more 
conservative in their indication of change clusters.  This response strategy follows 
logically from the results of the blank stimuli, where any indication of change by the 
subject was always an incorrect answer.  The difference in criterion c between gamers 
and non-gamers was not significant, p = 0.262. 
6.6.3.  Experience with Maps 
An independent samples t-test indicated that the difference between the mean 
scores of the 44 subjects who reported having taken a geography class (mean score 0.89) 
and the 37 who had not taken a class (0.84) was significant (t = 2.172, df = 50, p = 0.035, 
two-tailed). The degrees of freedom were adjusted to correct for unequal variances 
(Levene’s F=10.036, p = 0.002). 
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 Subjects who were geography majors outperformed non-majors in overall 
accuracy, 0.91 to 0.86.  However, due to the fact that the subject pool consisted of only 
11 majors, but 70 non-majors, a robust statistical test of the significance of this difference 
in means could not be carried out.  
6.6.4.  Ease of the Test 
The final question asked the subject how much he or she agreed with the 
statement, ‘I found this test easy to understand / participate in.’  The possible ratings were 
a five-point Likert-like scale consisting of Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, 
and Strongly Agree.  No one select either Strongly Disagree or Disagree, so the 
remaining three choices were taken as the possible range of responses (i.e., ‘neutral’ 
became an indicator of a degree of difficulty, ‘agree’ was in the middle, and ‘strongly 
agree’ was considered to signify that the respondent considered the test to be easy.)  
Subjects who responded ‘neutral’ (i.e., they may have been more critical of and/or 
confused by the test procedure) in fact scored the highest of the three categories, at 0.869.  
The other two response groups, ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’ both had identical mean 
scores, at 0.866.  The difference in these three means is trivial, and it appears that 
enthusiasm for, or understanding of, the test had no net effect on a subject’s performance 
in the change-detection task. In fact, while all subjects received identical compensation, 
motivation or  personal interest in the topic probably varied widely across the subject 
pool. 
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Figure 6.10. Boxplots showing change-detection performance of gamers versus non-
gamers.  Only males were included in this test. 
 
 
Figure 6.11. Boxplots showing change-detection performance based on whether the 
subject had taken a geography course prior to the current semester. 
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6.7.  Summary of Results 
Chapter 7-ANALYSIS is devoted to an in-depth discussion of the meaning and 
relevance of the statistical results described in this chapter.  Below is a table of these 
results (Table 6.7).  Shown is the specific question (either RQ# or demographic) and p-
value.  Significant effects are highlighted in grey. 
 
 
Table 6.7. Summary of results.  Highlighted cells show significant effects at the 0.05 
level.  Column headings (e.g., ‘1,2’) refer to conditions; see Section 6.4. for descriptions.  
 
0.035 
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CHAPTER 7 
ANALYSIS 
 The major goal of the human-subjects experiment described in the previous two 
chapters was to examine the relationship between the three change-cluster characteristics 
of 1) cluster intensity, 2) number of clusters, and 3) cluster position and map users’ 
accuracy in detecting change clusters in a simplified choropleth map.  Change was 
evaluated only at the presence / absence level, i.e., Change Detection Level One. The 
experiment yielded several significant findings.  Chief among these are: 
1) an intensity threshold value exists for change-cluster detectability, 
2) multiple clusters are more easily detected than single clusters, and 
3) the way the clusters are distributed across space affects detection accuracy 
Additionally, two important demographic characteristics of map users will be discussed. 
7.1.  A Threshold Intensity Value for Change Clusters 
Clusters could assume one of three ‘intensities’, defined as the percentage of the 
polygons that changed class between the two map scenes.  This characteristic was tested 
using stimuli with only a single cluster, thus controlling for confounding effects of 
number and position. Subjects viewed four examples of each intensity condition. 
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A one-way ANOVA indicated that, as the intensity of a change cluster increased, 
subjects were more likely to successfully detect the change.  This difference in detection 
performance was significant (p = < 0.001) for the lowest change intensity (65%), with 
respect to each of the higher levels (80% and 95%); no significant difference in subject 
performance existed between the two latter intensities.  This threshold between 65 and 
the two higher-intensity clusters extended to the two SDT measures of d-prime 
(discriminability) and criterion c (response bias) as well (where response bias was to say 
‘no change’).  Note that, for this analysis, accuracy, d-prime and c all considered the 
entire nine-cell stimulus, meaning that subjects were scored on accuracy for the single 
cluster that changed as well as for the eight which persisted across the scene transition. 
In order to isolate performance for the actual change-cluster cells (as well as to 
investigate interaction effects, of which more below), a three-way ANOVA test was also 
performed on the set of user responses.  Here, too, there was a significant main effect (the 
only significant main effect found in the test) of cluster intensity on detection accuracy.  
D-prime and criterion c were not measured in this test, however.  This effect of intensity 
on user performance was stronger (p < 0.0005) than the one-way effect (p = 0.001), 
possibly due to its exclusive focus on detection of only the change cluster itself, and 
reinforces the idea of a critical intensity threshold at some point between 65% and 80%.  
Since change clusters on maps are infinitely varied, the precise level is 
approximate; nevertheless, the concept of a threshold is reasonable.  It appears  that 
clusters in this experiment in which at least 80% of the polygons changed had a strong 
enough visual signal (‘cue’) that they were significantly less prone to be missed by the 
user.  Because the one-way test considered the entire stimulus, this effect on accuracy did 
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not simply mean that users detected the presence of the single change cluster, but also 
committed fewer ‘false alarms’ on the cells that persisted.  In other words, they were 
better able to detect ‘signal’ from ‘noise’. 
 Note that, since the polygons used in the test stimuli were all of roughly equal 
size and shape, any extension to real-world maps and their often highly-unequal-sized 
enumeration units should probably consider the percent of the map’s area that changes (a 
concept with connections to the raster-based MOC metric) rather than the percent of the 
count of polygons that change.  Recall as well that, in this experiment, all polygons 
changed by one class.  Further inquiry is necessary to see if a fewer number of higher-
intensity changes (i.e., class jumps of more than one class), particularly if these class 
changes are more tightly clustered together, produce identical change-detection 
performance results.  This may approximate the ‘zoom lens’ theory of human fixation 
discussed in Lloyd 2005 (see Figure 3.1 for an illustration). 
One possible confounding factor is the fact that, while polygons which originally 
belonged to classes one, two and three were promoted to classes two, three and four, class 
four polygons were demoted to class three.  The MOC model would yield identical output 
regardless of a cluster’s class promotion or demotion, but the map user may have an 
easier time detecting change clusters that increase, settling on higher-value (typically 
darker-colored) classes.  In fact, since the MOC model as currently designed takes the 
absolute value of the class difference, a demotion by two classes would actually be 
depicted in the model’s output as a higher-intensity change (a difference of three classes) 
than would a promotion by one class, which is counter-intuitive since demotion 
‘perforates’ the cluster.  Such a behavior is likely to result in lower rates of change 
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detection because many quantitative lightness ramps begin at near-white: a polygon 
changing to a white ‘background’ color may be less-easily-distinguished than a white 
polygon changing to a darker color. See section 5.4.4. for more on this topic.  
However, issues relative to Level Two Change Detection and possible effects on 
detection performance need to be tested further.  Despite the fact that the colored fills 
were removed at the final screen (when the subject was required to make their choice), 
the mental image of frame two of the animation may have been still in vSTM, aiding the 
user to choose ‘change’ over ‘no change’.  Darker, more ‘filled-in’ clusters were likely to 
be more recognizable in the higher-intensity cases than in the 65% case, in which only 
slightly more than half the polygons changed. 
The work of Nothdurft (2002, in only one of his many papers on saliency-related 
issues) and of Theeuwes (1995) has indicated that scene elements that are more salient 
are more likely to be fixated, thus enhancing change-detection.  In the one-way ANOVA, 
each stimulus contained only a single cluster, which could assume any one of the three 
possible change intensity levels.  This ensured that, in theory, there were no competing 
distractors for the subjects’ attention: whether the cluster contained 65%, 80%, or 95% 
change, the only decision that had to be made was between the solitary change cluster 
and the eight 15% low-level change clusters, designed as background noise.  Assuming 
that each subject began the change-detection process by focusing on the fixation cross 
that began each stimulus, the single cluster to be detected always occupied a cell that was 
immediately adjacent to the center cell (by nature of the square, nine-zone stimulus 
design).  Also note that, for the stimuli used in this test, the cluster never occupied the 
center cell.  It should not have taken much of a search, given the limited area of the test 
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map, to locate, fixate and detect the change of the cluster in question.  The precise 
relationship between detection accuracy and stimuli ‘pop-out’ strength, the size of the 
search space and length of the scanpath (Castner and Eastman 1985), particularly in map 
reading situations, remains an important research topic. 
7.2.  Solitary Change Clusters are Often Overlooked 
Map stimuli used in the experiment could contain zero, one, two or three change 
clusters.  Those with zero clusters were used as controls and will not be considered here. 
Subjects viewed twelve examples of each of the three conditions. 
A one-way ANOVA test showed that subjects were significantly less likely to 
accurately detect a single change cluster than if two (p  <  0.0005) or three (p = 0.001) 
clusters were present in the stimulus.  While the one-way ANOVA measured accuracy 
both for the change(s) as well as the persistence behaviors, the three-way ANOVA only 
looked at the change clusters. There was no significant main effect for number of clusters 
in the three-way test.  
Besides being important in its own right, this finding is also meaningful in light of  
Research Question One.  While the lowest-intensity clusters were much less likely to be 
detected than the two higher-intensity ones, the entire one-way ANOVA test for Research 
Question One was based on single-cell stimuli, so as to avoid any confounding effects of 
number or position (as discussed in the previous subsection).  The current test for the 
effect of the number of clusters on accuracy indicates that performance on intensity may 
have been affected by the fact that all of those stimuli contained but a single cluster, 
which the findings from Research Question Two indicate strongly lessens the likelihood 
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that such a cluster will be accurately detected.  Supporting this finding was a strong but 
not-quite-significant (p = 0.058) interaction effect between the variables of number and 
intensity. 
The fact that subjects had an easier time detecting changes as the number of 
clusters in a stimulus increased seems to run counter to some of the psychology research 
reviewed in Chapter Three: doesn’t increasing the number of elements to be fixated in a 
scene (in this case, the animated map stimulus) increase cognitive load, thereby making 
detection of these changes more difficult? 
The answer may lie in the shape and (perhaps more critically) the size of the 
basemap used in this experiment – a highly-generalized choropleth map, square in shape 
and relatively small compared to the large and fixed size of the change clusters in the 
nine cells.  While the map did require more than one eye fixation to scan, the cluster-
detection task was surely far easier than if random-sized clusters occurred in a map of US 
counties since in the test map, a cluster can only occur in one of nine fixed positions 
throughout the entire sequence of 39 stimuli.  The user may thus mentally acclimate to 
this arrangement.  Not only would the clusters in a real-world map vary widely in  
number and size depending on the underlying data, but the map’s irregular outline might 
also tend to diminish the saliency of scene-to-scene change in some more visually or 
graphically isolated regions, such as in northern New England.  Although dependent on 
scale, the search space would likely be far larger, resulting in some changes taking place 
well into the peripheral vision field.  This might possibly lead to results more in 
agreement with previous findings that more changes leads to lower overall accuracy.  
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However, there is another factor limiting the number of simultaneous changes that 
can be detected: time.  These clusters did not persist on-screen indefinitely.  Rather, the 
viewer had only very limited time in which to perceive, fixate and detect possible change 
in such features: in this experiment, that time limit was two seconds.  Increasing the 
number of clusters to be processed in this manner runs into time constraints, as the viewer 
can attend to only a limited number of them.  Whether a parallel or serial search is being 
employed would likely have an impact on the maximum number of change clusters that 
can be accurately detected in the time during which each map is displayed. 
Although research (e.g., Pylyshyn and Storm 1988) has found that the maximum 
number of scene elements that can be simultaneously fixated or attended-to is four to 
five, this project never presented more than three clusters due to the limited size of the 
basemap.  The size of the map suggests that, with the cluster size large and constant, the 
more clusters that are present lead to a larger proportion of the map changing, and thus, 
more change cues to attract the attention of the user.  This higher-proportion-of-change 
phenomenon could have affect a test subject’s decision about whether or not to replay the 
stimulus.  Once a high signal-to-noise ratio is detected on the first viewing, the subject 
may have been more likely to replay in order to investigate ‘what just happened?’. 
Finally, differences in discriminability and bias were tested as well, but returned 
either insignificant results (for d-prime) or inconclusive ones (for criterion c).  Neither of 
these SDT metrics seemed to follow any real trend across the three test conditions. 
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7.3.  Spatial Patterns Matter 
A one-way ANOVA was employed to examine the effect of three different 
patterns taken by the change clusters.  To allow for a limited variety of patterns, this test 
was restricted to only those stimuli containing three clusters (thus inadvertently avoiding 
the single-cluster penalty described in the previous section).  Test stimuli fell into three 
categories of change-cluster patterns: ‘clustered’ (all cells contiguous), ‘dispersed’ (no 
cells contiguous), and ‘other’ (two cells contiguous, one not contiguous).  Subjects 
performed best on the three-cell dispersed condition, and most poorly on the ‘other’ 
condition.  There was a significant difference in detection performance between the 
dispersed and ‘other’ condition (p = 0.001). 
The three-way ANOVA examined the position condition as part of its analysis, 
but included two-cluster stimuli as well.  A two-cluster stimuli was considered clustered 
if the change-clusters were contiguous, and ‘dispersed’ if they were not.  Because of the 
inclusion of two-cluster stimuli, ‘other’ was not an option in the three-way ANOVA,  and 
those four stimuli were dropped from the three-way test.  A significant two-way 
interaction between number and position was found as a result of this test. 
With the limited size of the test basemap and the fixed locations (i.e., nine) of 
possible change clusters, the three position types chosen for this experiment are probably 
the only three patterns possible, with the exception of the clusters forming a straight line 
(this option was not used in part because this behavior is rarely seen in real-world data 
and/or maps).  The limited number of patterns probably greatly assisted users, who may 
have gotten used to seeing the triangle-shaped ‘dispersed’ pattern which, although rotated 
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in various ways across different stimuli, appeared almost identical in all positions.  Recall 
that the triangular pattern allowed the three clusters to be as distant from each other as 
possible.  The same situation holds true for the clustered condition’s characteristic, 
equilateral ‘L’ shape (again, rotated randomly but visually quite striking).  See Figure 
7.1.  In light of this observation, the reader is cautioned against assigning too much 
importance to the results of the position comparison, as users might react to cluster 
position on a real-world map in a far different manner.  For example, in the US county 
map referenced earlier, it is unlikely that three ‘dispersed’ clusters of counties in a 
triangular pattern (such as one each in PA, FL and OR)  would be more easily detected 
than three clusters grouped together (‘clustered condition’) in SC, GA and AL. 
 
Figure 7.1. Examples of rotated dispersed (top), clustered (middle), and ‘other’ patterns 
One explanation of the subjects’ significantly-poorer performance for the ‘other’ 
condition is that it is the only pattern that actually had the ability to change much from 
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map to map.  Figure 7.1 shows various rotations of the dispersed and the clustered 
patterns.  Note the identical juxtaposition of these patterns, relative to the variability in 
the ‘other’ pattern, which could be termed ‘knight’s case’ proximity.  One characteristic 
common to all patterns labeled ‘other’ was that two of the clusters were always adjacent.  
This may have left the subject, perhaps expecting to see a pair of values, less likely to 
finish searching the map for the third cluster (since it was not known that there ‘had’ to 
be a third).  Moreover, if the third cluster happened to be of 65% intensity, the likelihood 
of its detection as part of the ‘other’ cluster pattern diminished significantly, since the 
results of the intensity tests show 65% clusters to not be salient enough to capture users’ 
attention. 
7.4.  A Word of Caution 
The results of these three tests yield important insights into the visual and 
cognitive process employed by map users when detecting changes in animated choropleth 
maps.  However, the three-way ANOVA showed that there is a significant interaction 
effect between cluster intensity, number of clusters and cluster position, relative to 
detection accuracy, and results discussed above (and, in particular, findings of significant 
one-way effects) should be viewed in light of this effect.  It seems that, for the animated 
map stimuli presented to viewers in this experiment, the three cluster characteristics may 
not have been sufficiently isolated in ‘decision space’ (Macmillan and Creelman 2005) to 
be able to measure each effect independently.  This aspect of the analysis will be revisited 
in the concluding chapter. 
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7.5.  Domain Experience Aids Detection, Gaming Does Not 
7.5.1.  Effect of a Prior Geography Class 
 Subjects were considered to bring ‘prior knowledge’ to the change-detection task 
if they had any experience with geography or maps (e.g., they had taken a geography 
course) prior to the current semester.  Approximately half of the subjects (46) fulfilled 
this criterion.  Twenty-one of these were geography majors.  An independent-samples t-
test showed that those with prior knowledge performed significantly better at change-
detection (p = 0.035) than did more geographically-naïve subjects (most of which were 
education majors taking a human geography class).  Unfortunately, there was too much 
imbalance between the number of majors (n = 11) and non-majors (n = 70) to conduct a 
valid difference-of-means test for the effect of being a major.  See Chapter 6-RESULTS for 
more details on these demographic tests.  
Although it can be argued that merely taking a prior course, or even being a 
generic geography major, hardly constitutes the kind of experience that comes with an 
academic specialization in cartography, the significant effect does speak clearly.  The 
importance of ‘domain expertise’ in change-detection tasks has been noted in the change-
detection literature (e.g., Baskin 2007).  Regardless, this experience would probably stem 
from simply having seen similar kinds of maps before, since choropleth maps by 
themselves are rather non-intuitive patterns of lightness / hue; there is no context to cue 
the user about what patterns ‘should’ be apparent in the dynamic display. 
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7.5.2.  A ‘Gaming Effect’? 
Another demographic characteristic was regular experience playing video games 
(henceforth, ‘gamers’).  Gamers are largely men (Durlach et al. 2006, Griffin et al 2006). 
It has been theorized that habitually playing action video games (full of rapidly-changing 
on-screen graphics, many of which trigger immediate physical reactions) may train the 
eye-brain system to be more sensitive to graphical change, thereby improving change-
detection performance in tasks such as map reading.  In this test, whether or not a subject 
was a gamer was self-reported in a yes-or-no type question (see Appendix C). 
An independent-samples t-test found no significant difference (p = 0.819) 
between the performance of 20 male gamers and 20 male non-gamers, but a glance at the 
boxplot in figure 6.10 shows that gamers’ performance varied much more widely than 
that of non-gamers, particularly with respect to the SDT measure of discriminability, d-
prime.  
The most relevant result from the standpoint of previous research may be the 
response bias measure, criterion c.  The 20 gamers were, on average, less likely to 
indicate that a change had occurred (i.e., their c score was higher, 0.23 than that of non-
gamers 0.09).  Recall that c = 0 indicates no bias either way, absent a strong detected 
signal.  The difference in the means between gamers and non-gamers for criterion c was 
not significant, p  =  0.262, but the performances met the sphericity assumption, unlike 
for d-prime, above.  Interestingly, the best performance of the entire test was by a 20-
year-old male gamer, who, across all 351 response opportunities (39 * 9), detected every 
change, and only gave three false alarms. 
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More research is needed on the effect that playing video games may have on 
change-detection accuracy.  The small sample used here showed no significant effect, but 
the significantly -higher degree of  variability in gamers responses with respect to non-
gamers indicates that some psychophysical differences may exist for this section of the 
population. Perhaps playing video games regularly makes the viewer more ‘jumpy,’ and 
thus less-consistent in tasks (like viewing a slowly-changing map) that differ from the 
intense experience of gaming.  Other possibilities are the self-reported status of the 
gamers (e.g., how many hours per week constitutes ‘regular’ gaming?), or potential 
differences in the tasks required in different kinds of video games (an activity this author 
has never engaged in and knows nothing about).  The fact that no significant effect was 
found for gaming is important, due to scholarly opinions that gaming may improve 
change-detection performance. 
Finally, there may be an interaction effect between gaming and gender question. 
Gender was not a significant predictor of accuracy (p = 0.395).  Since 50% of the males 
were gamers, perhaps the 20 male non-gamers’ performances should have been compared 
to a random selection of 20 females (all non-gamers) for a more robust representation of 
any gender differences.  However, despite the differences in variance for gamers and 
non-gamers, the average percent correct was almost identical (0.85 for gamers and 0.86 
for non-gamers), so perhaps the inclusion of gamers did not penalize the males’ 
performance on the whole by that much.   Exclusion of gamers might have lowered the 
high degree of variability in the males’ overall performance with respect to females. 
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7.6.  Summary 
 This chapter examined three important findings that help to answer the three 
research questions presented at several points in this thesis.  The largest effect was for 
cluster intensity, and a minimum-detectability threshold seems to exist between 65% and 
80% change.  Single clusters are more likely to be overlooked, possibly due to lower 
signal-to-noise ratio, and groups of clusters that comprise random, oddly-shaped patterns 
are also likely to be missed.  All three of these characteristics interact with each other in a 
significant manner.  Finally, prior knowledge of maps aids change detection, but playing 
video games does not.  
 These findings also relate to broader issues in cognitive cartographic research, 
including experimental design, map users in general, and deeper psychophysical issues.  
These issues will be discussed, conclusions drawn, and future research directions 
proposed, in the next and final chapter.  
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CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
 In the introduction, it was stated that this thesis had two goals.  Goal #1 was to 
evaluate the applicability of localized changed metrics such as MOC, while Goal #2 was 
the examination of three change-cluster characteristics, specifically how they affect 
users’ change-detection performance.  The previous two chapters have presented and 
analyzed the results of the human-subject test in which Goal #2 was met: cluster 
intensity, number of clusters and cluster position were all found to affect change 
detection in various ways.  
This final chapter of the thesis does two things.  
First, it deepens Chapter Four’s general discussion of change metrics by focusing 
on Goal #2 – how they may be used to evaluate the particular characteristics measured in 
the experiment, as well as investigating current unresolved issues with change metrics 
that remain grounds for future research.  
Second, it discusses a few of the broader issues raised by this project as they 
relate to current research directions in cognitive cartography.  Limitations of the current 
study are presented as well, as part of a concluding statement on the project. 
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8.1.  Do Local Models Portray Complexity Effectively? 
 Chapter Four presented the theory behind, and functionality of, localized change 
metrics as proposed by Goldsberry and Battersby (2009).  Comparisons were made 
between models based on vector units (i.e., the original map polygons) and raster units 
(discrete cells), and the reader was introduced to several image-processing methods that 
can be helpful when interpreting the raster-based graphical model output.  In addition, as 
part of the Chapter Three’s literature review, section 3.3.2. gave the specific formulas for 
computing localized Basic Magnitude of Change  and Magnitude of Rank Change.  These 
correspond to Change Detection Levels One and Three, respectively.  The research 
question to be answered is, ‘How well does the localized change-metric model paradigm 
perform in detecting those parts of a map that may be considered complex?’ 
8.1.1.  Applying MOC to Classified Choropleth Maps 
 Because each of the three characteristics evaluated in the human-subjects 
experiment was found to have a significant impact on change-detection accuracy, each 
may be considered to be as contributing to the overall complexity of a choropleth map. 
While there may be other such characteristics, the focus here will be on the connection 
between cluster intensity, number and position, and the ability of each to be quantified by 
a localized change metric such as MOC. 
 MOC is a de facto measure of the change-cluster behavior known as intensity. 
Specifically, the output of the BMOC model portrays the graphical volatility of a foveal 
area-sized neighborhood from the viewpoint of class change in its participating polygons 
from map to map in an animated sequence.  The output of a raster model is a continuous 
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surface of brightness values that show the amount of volatility relative to the particular 
polygon or pixel being fixated (i.e., at the center of the instantaneous foveal area).  The 
experiment performed in this thesis showed that the user performs significantly better 
when approximately 80% of the portion of the map within the foveal area is changing.  
As described in Chapter Four, it is relatively simple to threshold, or slice, the raster 
model output to isolate and identify those areas where specific levels of change (such as 
80%) are occurring.  In this way, a localized model, particularly a raster model that is not 
constrained to polygonal units of potentially-disparate sizes and shapes, can be an 
effective tool to find out where these zones of high change are located in the animation, 
both in space and time. 
 As the number of clusters increased, so did the subjects’ ability to detect them.  
While this is probably related in some degree to confounding of effects of cluster pattern 
and the design of the basemap (see Chapter Seven), it is likely that some relationship 
exists between the number and size of clusters relative to the size and shape of the map.  
Since local change metrics can single-out change clusters whose intensity is above a 
critical level (determined in this experiment to be between 65% and 80%, but which 
could vary depending on further research with different stimuli), the metrics will thus 
reveal the spatial pattern of these critical clusters.  Several thresholds could be set, if the 
number and spatial pattern(s) of a range of sub-threshold clusters is desired as part of an 
evaluation of a map animation.  
 The effect of cluster pattern on detection accuracy was tenuous, given the vast 
range of possible patterns in a real-world map, and the finding of significance is likely to 
be limited to the specific basemap used in this experiment.  The main ‘take-away’ finding 
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is that, the more unexpected or irregular the pattern, the more difficult it is to detect the 
clusters comprising it, particularly if those clusters are near, or below, the critical 
threshold value of detectability (whichever value is ultimately found to represent the 
user’s cognitive process).  Thus, the utility of change metrics in evaluating the map 
characteristic of pattern is basically the same as for evaluating how many clusters exist – 
thresholding or slicing the model output identifies clusters in a specific ‘real-world’ 
mapping context, and the map designer must apply knowledge gained via further human-
subject testing to determine the effect that the number, pattern and size of the clusters has 
on their salience in that specific context. 
8.1.2.  Applicability to Unclassed Choropleth Maps 
 It is important to note here that the entire discussion of change metrics in this 
thesis has assumed that the data is classified according to whatever scheme the designer 
deems appropriate for the distribution of the mapped variable.  The benefits of unclassed 
maps have been discussed (Harrower 2007b) relative to the effect that the set of class 
breaks has on the perceived graphical ‘jumpiness’ of animated maps when using 
classified data.  Although a discussion of unclassed maps is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, one aspect of them pertains to the present study: can models such as MOC be used 
in the unclassified context as well? 
While metrics will provide output for unclassed animated maps, that output is 
likely to be relatively meaningless.  Consider that an ‘unclassed’ map is really a classed 
map of an infinite number of classes (i.e., a number of classes equal to the number of 
actual data values in the map).  If a model is provided with a pair of unclassified maps 
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from an animation as input, particularly maps containing a large number of units such as 
a county map of the US, the Basic Magnitude of Change map would indicate change as 
occurring everywhere, since the very benefit of unclassed maps is that any change in the 
mapped variable, no matter how small, is transmitted to the viewer as a change in the 
visual variable – in the choropleth map, lightness or hue – used to portray that variable. 
The Magnitude of Rank Change model, which evaluates the degree of change in the 
instantaneous foveal area, might localize ‘significant’ change a bit more succinctly, but 
would probably still suffer from the fact that map units – polygons or pixels – are not 
performing discrete jumps from class to class, but are varying in a much smoother 
fashion. 
This is not a commentary on unclassed maps in general, but rather on how useful 
localized change metrics are in evaluating unclassed animated maps.  In fact, while 
unclassed animated maps can be used to display a truly massive amount of spatial data as 
it changes across time, users have been found to perceive them as running more ‘slowly’ 
in an experiment that compared these maps to classified maps which were identical in 
every other way (data, color, etc.).   Many subjects also were able to detect more subtle 
patterns using the unclassed map (Harrower 2007b). 
Software such as SatScan (Kulldorf 2009) detects statistically-significant clusters 
in both space and time. Because of its focus on the underlying, inherently unclassed data, 
this may be one way to find ‘real-world’ clusters rather than those which are simply 
visual artifacts of the classification process.  However, SatScan will only identify roughly 
circular clusters, and, with many different input parameters such as those that determine 
whether overlap is permitted, and the maximum allowable size of a cluster, a wide variety 
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of different cluster patterns can result.  All will be statistically significant, leading  the 
discussion back to where it began: What determines a visual cluster?  Given the 
classification scheme, are these clusters similar to those found in the actual space-time 
data that compose the map? 
8.1.3.  Salience versus Complexity 
 We have seen that change metrics can be used to directly measure cluster 
intensity.  By identifying clusters ‘above’ a specified intensity threshold, metrics can also 
help a cartographer designing an animated choropleth map to evaluate that map regarding 
how many such clusters exist and any patterns that may emerge.  However, this thesis has 
not been able to answer the question of whether these characteristics are measures of 
saliency, or of complexity. 
 ‘Salient’ means that something is highly visible.  In the context of cartography, a 
salient feature is one that is likely to be fixated, or visually ‘attended-to’, by the map user.  
On the other hand, ‘complexity’ is something deeper – closer to how ‘complicated’ or 
‘confusing’ the map is.  In this semantic framework, the map characteristics investigated 
in the experiment are probably measures of saliency.  It seems, from a review of the 
literature in Chapter Three as well as the discussion that has followed, that, if the strict 
quantification by automated models is what we seek, the model output may be limited to 
identifying salient features.  Based on the two-part definition of complexity proposed by 
MacEachren (1982b), as well as the opinions of Olson (1975) and of Brophy (1980), 
complexity may be a more elusive term.  We can offer various definitions, but 
automating the process of evaluating maps – including animated maps – in terms of how 
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complex they are may be stymied by two factors, 1) the incredible diversity of maps, and 
2) the diversity of map users. 
 If it is found that automated models perform best at identifying salient features, 
perhaps complex regions of a map can be identified by first locating salient regions and 
removing them from consideration, along with those that are largely static (i.e., they 
contain almost no changing features).  Regions of the map which remain – which exhibit 
lower-level, more evenly-distributed change – may be the most graphically ‘complex.’  
This theory should be tested further, using test subjects. 
8.2.  Consideration I: Degrees of Experimental Control 
Cartographers have recognized the difficulty of attempting to isolate factors 
and/or effects in realistic versus highly-controlled experiments.  Harrower’s trenchant 
comments on experimental design merit reference here. 
…[A] methodological dilemma has arisen in academic cartography: do we use 
highly controlled psychology-style experiments and test things in isolation…or do 
we simply throw users at complex mapping systems and see what happens when 
we let them interact in an unconstrained way?...[T]he advantage of the former is 
that stimuli and response can be precisely measured and linked (cause and effect), 
while the advantage of the latter is that we can hope to gain insights into how real 
mapping systems function where users are free to do as they please (genuine 
usability testing).  The answer as to which is best…depends on the insights one is 
seeking. (Harrower 2007b, p. 316) 
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While the above comment may have been intended to describe experiments 
involving fully-interactive map displays, its sentiment applies to the present experiment 
as well.  This experiment attempted to isolate the three change-cluster characteristics to 
see how they affected change-detection accuracy of the test subjects.  As the discussion 
of the results in the previous sections of this chapter indicates, there were relatively few 
significant findings in this experiment, particularly in view of the significant (p < 0.0005) 
three-factor interaction effect.  What does this mean for research into dynamic 
complexity of animated choropleth maps?  Are attempts – such as this study – to link 
psychological research to maps, with their unpredictable, relatively uncontrollable, 
distributionally-‘messy’ graphical displays, necessarily doomed to failure?  
A cognitive cartographer had this to say about experimental designs that span 
psychology and cartography: 
The ‘Catch-22’ is that strong experimental controls and realistic maps are 
extremely difficult to be used at the same time in research designs.  The choice 
would appear to be between studying controlled simplified situations that do not 
represent actual maps, or conducting experiments with real maps without being 
able to control or even identify many important variables that affect the 
acquisition of information from maps.  Since most psychology studies that have 
used maps have tended to favor strong controls and sacrifice realism, it may be up 
to cartographers to draw the line of compromise. (Lloyd 2005, p. 32) 
The semi-realistic but generalized basemap used for the stimuli in this experiment 
represent one such ‘line of compromise’.  Although the clusters generated within the 
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basemap might approximate the mild time-series clustering behavior of certain real-world 
spatiotemporal data, such as population growth or unemployment, the map itself was 
simplified in order to facilitate change detection of these clusters by the user.  Such an 
approach may be increasingly common as map-complexity research moves from 
providing users with packets of maps with instructions to sort the ‘more complex’ ones 
from those which are ‘less complex’ (e.g., MacEachren 1982b; Steinke and Lloyd 1981; 
Olson 1975) to more task-centered testing using digital maps, either static or animated.  
8.3.  Considerations II: ‘The’ Map User 
A closely-related issue relates what we actually mean by the monolithic term, 
‘the’ map user.  The performance of the participants in this study varied widely, 
complicating interpretation of the results.  This was particularly true of those participants 
who reported regularly playing video games (see sections 6.6.2 and 7.5 for discussion of 
the gaming effect).  Even in the most extreme case of poor performance, the three 
criterion c (bias) outliers removed from the sample (see section 6.3) did not retain their 
outlier status for c in all tests, or for percent correct or d-prime.  Note as well that, for all 
research questions, a given subject’s multiple responses to a specific condition were 
averaged, introducing some ‘smoothing’ to the data, although how much is unknown.  
Finally, the assumption of equal variances of responses (sphericity) between test 
conditions was violated in some instances, particularly prevalent in the case of  all three 
performance measures relative to characteristic #2, ‘number of change clusters’, although 
a correction (the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to the degrees of freedom) was applied.  
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Given that this sample was gender-balanced, relatively large (on a par with 
samples used in other cartographic and psychological studies) and represented a 
relatively homogenous slice of a technologically-proficient demographic group (i.e., 
college students), how might a strictly random sample of the US population have 
performed?  The outcome from such an experiment using identical stimuli would be 
unlikely to have been any more conclusive than the present results.  
Instead, it appears as if Harrower’s comments about simply ‘throwing’ sample 
users at maps that we want to learn more about may hold some promise.  Although a 
great amount of psychological research has been conducted on topics that seem, in 
theory, to be just one step removed from cognitive issues related to animated maps, there 
may be significant differences between photo-realistic ‘recognizable’ scene elements and 
a large number of unmemorable polygons whose appearance does not change all that 
much.  What seem to be clear parallels between abstract stimuli and map features may 
not be so clear when actual testing begins, and a more heuristic approach may be called 
for.  Perhaps animated maps should be tested more on a case-by-case basis, given the 
number of variables that interact to make up their degree of both graphical (inherent) 
complexity and cognitive (perceived) complexity.  
In the opinion of cartographers, animated maps are much more complex, and 
impose a much-higher cognitive load upon their users, than static small multiples 
displays of the same spatial data (Harrower 2007a; Griffin et al. 2006).  A case-by-case 
approach to user-testing would be far more cumbersome for designers of animated maps, 
but might lead to a better ‘fit’ between a specific type of map animation and its intended 
audience.  On the other hand, instead of testing each new animated map design, future 
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research could compare different families of map animations to each other, and subject 
these families to usability tests (based, perhaps, on Lobben’s categories – see Chapter 
Two – or else only considering the different sub-types of thematic animations in this 
manner).  Either way, the clear trend in cartographic research as a whole seems to be 
toward map design and usability testing in the context of human’s cognitive capabilities 
and limitations.  
8.4.  Limitations of this Study & Future Research Directions 
There were several limitations of this study.  Regardless of whether they affected 
the statistical outcome of the human-subjects experiment, they present opportunities for 
future research in this area of cognitive cartography. 
1) Users Were Allowed Multiple Replays 
One of the drawbacks of animated maps is that the user may often be prevented 
from controlling the playback, leading to increased cognitive load.  This experiment 
alleviated this by allowing multiple viewings, something that may have inadvertently 
inflated subject change-detection performance.  In informal interviews after pilot testing, 
test subjects told the author that they often used the second and third viewings to ‘check’ 
their answers.  This may have had a particularly strong impact on the ‘number of change 
clusters’ effect, since a higher signal-to-noise ratio could have alerted the user to more 
than one change, leading to a refining of responses after checking via replay.  Future 
between-subjects experiments could be designed in which Group A sees the stimulus map 
only once, while Group B is allowed to replay the map. 
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2) The Simplified Map Design 
This was a conscious design choice in this experiment (see Section 8.2.).  
However, at some point, cartographic research must move from abstraction and its neat, 
clinical results, to cartographic reality.  Effective design of the test data used in such 
studies will be extremely critical to the meaningfulness and interpretability of the 
experimental results.  Simplified design, while a necessary first step that isolates and 
identifies the kinds of characteristics measured in this experiment, is precisely that – the 
first in a progression of more and more complex steps. 
3) Timing the Subjects 
This experimental design did not involve timing the subjects, who were allowed 
three replays of the stimulus and unlimited time to perform the task.  This fact was made 
clear to the subjects during the pre-test instructions (Appendix D).  However, other 
cartographic studies have used response time to represent the degree of difficulty 
encountered by the subject when performing a change-detection task (e.g., Griffin et al. 
2006; Hodgson and Lloyd 1986; Castner and Eastman 1985).  An interesting variant of 
the present experiment incorporating both limitations two and three would be to insert 
ActionScript code into the Flash animation so as to provide a fixed response time (such 
as 15 seconds) to subjects, whether or not they took advantage of a replay opportunity.  
The choice faced by them would be to weigh the benefits of a) replaying, but using 
valuable time to do so, or b) using the time to instead think back to what they had seen.  
This type of study might yield insights into the effects of the duration of visual short-term 
memory (vSTM), and how it is used in change-detection tasks relative to animated maps. 
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Additional insights into this topic and the other three in this section may be offered by the 
incorporation into the experimental design of technologies such as eye tracking and 
fMRI, as introduced in earlier chapters. 
4) The Impact of Scale 
If a map user is provided two maps identical in every respect except scale, how 
will change-detection performance differ?  This issue of scale is one of the most 
important topics in digital cartography today, as an increasing number of people are 
interacting with maps using mobile devices such as tablets and so-called ‘smart’ phones.  
These users can be either the general public accessing a website, or specialist users 
performing GIS analysis in the field. It is likely that the implications of scale for 
animated maps are even more profound than for static maps.  Research is needed to see if 
animations can ever be truly effective at more constrained viewing scales, given their 
known ‘cognitive-load’ burden on the user.  It may be the case that animations (even 
simplified ones) are best left to larger screens, better light and a more leisurely user.  
8.5.  General Discussion 
It is imperative that further user testing be carried out to discover what Harrower 
(2007a) calls ‘the cognitive limits of animated choropleth maps.’  This thesis takes its 
place in this process, and seeks to determine what makes one change cluster more salient 
or detectable than another.  
Localized change metrics such as Magnitude of Change can be used to detect ‘hot 
spots’ of high change-intensity.  While the graphical output is most visually effective 
when computed for a pair of adjacent animation frames, the output can be averaged 
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across the temporal extent of the animation if desired.  Since findings from this study 
show that the intensity of the change cluster can serve as a visual cue and draw the map 
user’s attention, localized metrics and the models that produce them can be used to 
measure aspects of animated map complexity.  
Magnitude of Change is inherently a measure of change intensity.  However, 
when the continuous surface of the raster output is classified – or ‘level-sliced’ in remote 
sensing terms – (such as at the 75% threshold described earlier), local ‘hot-spots’ of 
change become visible, effectively extracting the most salient regions from more sparse 
background noise.  In this way, the identity of high-intensity change clusters is 
ascertained, which indicates a) their number or frequency and b) their position relative to 
each other, the other two change-cluster characteristics tested in this thesis.  It has been 
well-established in the psychology literature that the number of simultaneous targets to be 
fixated increases the cognitive load and therefore, is likely to decrease change-detection 
accuracy, unless multiple clusters occur in the same foveal area and can thus be fixated 
together.  
 The necessity of good figure – ground distinction is a central tenet of cartography. 
The problem lies with both the nature of animation in general, and the chromatic 
characteristics of choropleth maps in particular.  Because animation results in a new 
‘figure’ constantly re-appearing, the user must have enough time to distinguish it from 
background. However, choropleth maps are less clear-cut in this regard, since the ‘figure’ 
that needs to be fixated can be considered to consist of the clustering behavior itself 
which, with real-world geospatial data, often exhibits gradients around ‘hot-spot’ clusters 
(e.g., high unemployment in inner-city census tracts, moderate unemployment in 
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suburbs).  When choropleth maps are animated, the problem worsens, since these 
indistinct clusters appear, disappear and reappear constantly as the animation progresses.  
The definition of where a cluster (‘figure’) ends, and low-level noise (‘ground’) begins 
becomes highly tenuous.  Bunch and Lloyd (2000) found that these visual ‘pop-out 
effects’ were less-noticeable in static choropleth maps, particularly since the target and 
distractor (at least in quantitative maps) are of similar hue, but with varying lightness 
values.  Further human-subject testing is needed in this area. 
Digging deeper into cognitive issues in animated choropleth maps – specifically, 
the large number of unpredictable factors that make determining which specific 
characteristics of change clusters effectively cue the user to their presence and thus 
induce successful detection – is an extremely important research undertaking.  
Cartographers’ choices when designing animated choropleth maps are limited to selecting 
color, scale, playback speed, scene transition type, classification scheme and (perhaps) 
the resolution of the lattice data (e.g.., shifting from counties to states).  However, the 
spatiotemporal behavior of the data is beyond our control, and even the classification 
scheme, if the data distribution is to be accurately portrayed, is often not a matter of much 
choice. 
Added to this set of uncontrolled variables is a community of map users as varied 
as the human population as a whole.  Each brings a specific set of experiences, 
expectations, change-detection skills and biases to the task of reading a map.  Presenting 
such an eclectic group of users with maps which are constantly changing, and which 
compress large amounts of spatial data into very limited periods of time, is likely to 
overwhelm the user unless strict precautions are taken to strip these maps down to their 
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most basic, user-friendly form, with relatively few salient changes at any one time frame. 
If we do not do this, choropleth animations run the very real risk of simply being a ‘gee-
whiz’-type map that we create simply because technology now allows us to easily do so. 
8.6.  Conclusion 
 This thesis addressed the topic of the graphical complexity of animated 
choropleth maps, a topic with roots in static and dynamic cartographic research, as well 
as psychological theory.  A human-subjects experiment was performed to investigate the 
effect of intensity, number and position of change clusters on users’ ability to detect 
them.  Localized change metrics such as MOC were evaluated in terms of how they 
might be used to quantify maps that exhibit these three characteristics.  While the 
different variants of change metrics (based on various neighborhood GIS operations) 
seem to all yield approximately the same graphical output, that output can be used to 
identify change clusters as defined in this thesis.  Whether these characteristics define a 
map’s saliency or its complexity remains for future research to determine, although it 
seems more logical that these characteristics are salient (users notice them) rather than 
complex (users miss them).  Several avenues of future research, proposed in earlier 
sections, may help to further clarify both this issue, and others in cognitive cartography. 
 As with most research projects, this thesis answers some questions but raises 
many others.  This is particularly true in a field of study that incorporates research and 
techniques from behavioral sciences such as psychology, with their investigation of 
humans’ mental processes and, by extension, those of map users.  Animated maps, 
although potentially highly-beneficial from a communicational standpoint, are 
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particularly complex in this regard.  While the incredible diversity of both maps and map 
users may preclude certain definitive results such as the ‘push-button’, automated models 
of map complexity discussed in earlier chapters, this project has taken a small but 
measurable step forward in answering some of the questions surrounding the inter-scene 
variability of animated choropleth maps.   
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Appendix A – Informed Consent Statement 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this experiment. In the experiment you will look at 
animated maps and record your responses to questions about the maps on a paper answer sheet. 
Your responses will help me to understand how people interpret changes in animated maps. This 
study is part of my Master’s thesis research. 
Please note that your answers (i.e., the hard-copy answer sheet) are anonymous.  Results will be 
identified only by a numeric code that ties your responses to the specific version of the test that 
you took. There will be no link between your name and the specific answer sheet that you filled 
out.  
The University of South Carolina’s Office of Research Compliance (ORC) has reviewed this 
research plan. To the best of my knowledge, there are no adverse physical or mental effects of 
taking this test. The ORC webpage can be accessed here: http://orc.research.sc.edu/irb.shtml.  If 
you would like a duplicate of your signed  form for your records, please raise your hand and I 
can provide another copy.  
If you are reading this, you have probably already informally agreed to participate in the study, 
for which you will receive extra credit as compensation for your time (1 hour maximum). 
However, in order to keep an accurate record of those who participate, I would ask you to please 
print your name in the space below, then sign and date in the appropriate spot.  This will serve as 
a ‘formal’ statement of your consent to participate, and will assist in making sure that your 
professor applies the extra credit to your class grade. These signed forms will be kept in a secure 
location for the period (3 years)required by the ORC, after which time they will be destroyed. 
Questions about the study can be directed to me (at the email address below) or to my advisor 
Dr. Sarah Battersby  (at 803-777-5729 or battersby@sc.edu). 
Once again, thank you for participation. 
Mike DuBois 
 
 
*   *  * 
I have read the above statement, and agree to participate in the study “Complexity and salience: 
evaluating the inter-scene variability of animated choropleth maps.” 
_______________________________    (print name) 
________________________________   (sign                ___________________    (today’s date) 
Department of Geography, University of South Carolina 
Callcott Building, room 319 
duboismj@email.sc.edu                      
PLEASE DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THIS ANSWER SHEET – but be sure to copy the CODE from 
the lower-left corner of the test’s opening screen in the box marked ‘CODE’. 
                                                                                                      P1      P2     
                                             2    PRACTICE    QUESTIONS 
01  02   03   04    05  06  07    
 
08   09  10   11   12   13  14   
 
15   16    17  18   19   20    21   
22   23   24   25  26   27   28    
29  30   31   32   33  34   35    
36   37  38   39     
CODE 
sample response for 
2-cluster condition 
X X
(if ‘0’, write ‘none’) 
Appendix B – Answer Sheet 
Appendix C –Questionnaire 
Please answer the following questions, which will be used to explain the general demographic 
characteristics of the subject pool. 
 
1. Age: 
 
2. Sex:          M F 
 
3. Year in School: 
   Freshman     Sophomore           Junior       Senior   Grad Student 
 
4.  Are you a Geography major?       YES  NO 
 
5. Prior to this semester, have you ever taken a course in this Geography department or another?    
           YES  NO 
 
6. Is your vision corrected in any way (glasses, contacts)?          YES  NO 
 
7. Do you have color vision impairment (such as ‘color blindness’)?           YES  NO 
 
8. Do you play video games regularly?             YES  NO 
 
9. ‘I found this test easy to understand/participate in.’ 
   
Strongly Disagree      Disagree        Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
Appendix D – session script 
Good afternoon, my name is Mike DuBois and I am a graduate student in the Geography 
Department. 
Thank you for being here today. Please do not turn on the monitor yet. In order to ensure the 
integrity of this experiment, so that you all receive precisely the same information prior to 
performing this test, I will be reading your instructions from a prepared script.  
As you are sitting down at the workstations, please make yourself comfortable. For the duration 
of this test, I would ask that all personal items be placed on the floor, or put away, as they could 
distract you as you are taking this test. The actual test should take about 20 minutes, during 
which time I would further ask that you not interact with your cell phones or other distractors. 
Finally, please refrain from consulting with any other test taker when answering the questions.  
This test consists of a set of animations that you will view in a web browser. The file you will 
use has been placed on the desktop of your respective workstations, but please do not turn on 
your monitors or click anything until instructed to do so. 
Once the test begins, you will be presented with 39 two-scene map pairs. These maps are 
abstract, meaning that they could represent any generic location. Your task in this experiment is 
to play each animation, marking your answer sheet with the locations of regions where you see 
clusters of significant change from scene to scene. “Significant” is of course somewhat 
subjective, but three practice questions prior to beginning the test will give you guidelines on 
what to expect. There could be anywhere from zero to 9 change clusters in a given animated map 
pair. 
Finally, note that your responses are not timed. Although you cannot stop each individual 
animation once it has begun, feel free to take whatever time you need to determine the presence 
of change clusters. You will be able to play each animation 3 times, but no more. Please finish 
your replays before recording your answer. Once you click on the NEXT button, you will not be 
able to go back and review earlier maps. 
Is everyone ready to begin the session? Please raise your hand if you have any questions at this 
point. 
By being here, you have shown a willingness to help me by taking this test. However, I would 
like each of you to sign a simple consent form, formally stating that you are willingly 
participating in the experiment. Please note that your responses to the test are anonymous, and 
that these forms will not be attached to or paired with your response sheets. However, they 
WILL be used to record your participation for reasons of receiving any promised extra credit. 
Furthermore, as I am conducting this test with the approval of USC’s Office of Research 
Compliance, formal statement of consent is required. More information on how your information 
will be used is contained in the consent form, which I will now distribute. 
(hand out forms) 
Please read the consent form and, if you agree to participate, sign and date the bottom in the 
spaces provided. I will give you some time to do this. Please raise your hand if you have any 
questions about this form. 
If you have finished signing, please place the form face-down on top of your computer. 
I will now distribute the answer sheets. 
(distribute sheets) 
Does everyone have something to write with? A pencil is preferred, as you may need to change 
your answer during the test. However, a pen is acceptable. You will be marking the location of 
change clusters by drawing an ‘X’ in the appropriate cell or cells of each 9-cell grid. 
Now, please turn on your monitor. If the computer has gone into sleep mode, please move the 
mouse to wake it up. You should see the opening screen of the test in a web browser in full-
screen mode. If you do not, please raise your hand. Do not click anything else at this time. You 
will see a purple number in the lower-left corner of the screen. Please write this number in the 
box marked ‘code’ on your answer sheet. This is a very important step!  
(wait) 
In the training section you will view three animations that are similar to what you will see in the 
remainder of the test. If you have questions during the training please let me know before you 
start the rest of the test. Otherwise, once you have finished the training, please continue on to the 
test itself. 
You will notice that there is a short questionnaire stapled to the answer sheet. This information 
will be used to learn the general demographic characteristics of the pool of test takers. It is linked 
to your answer sheet, but not to your name. Please complete this only AFTER you have finished 
the test. Once you have finished marking your answers on both sheets, please place them face-
down on top of the computer.  
As stated earlier, there is no time limit for your responses. Once you finish the test, you may 
leave if you need to.  
Once again, if you have any problems with the animation file during the test, or if anything is 
unclear, please raise your hand. Thank you very much for your participation! 
Please click the ‘begin’ button to begin the test.   
Appendix E - Full set of 39 test stimuli 
One Change Cluster: 
01  02   03   04    
05  06   07   08    
09  10   11   12    
Two Change Clusters:  
14  15   16   17                                                                       13  
18  19   20   21                                                                       26  
22  23   24   25                                                                      39  
Three Change Clusters: 
27  28   29   30    
31  32   33   34    
35  36   37   38    
65% of cluster’s polygons changed class 
80% of cluster’s polygons changed class 
95% of cluster’s polygons changed class 
dispersed 
clustered 
other 
blank stimuli 
65
80 
65
65 65
80 
80 
80 
95
95
95 95
95
9595
95
95
95
95
95
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80 80 
80 
80 
80 80 
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65
65
6565
65
65
65
65
80 80 
80 
80 
9595
95
95
6565
6565
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95
95
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95
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Appendix F – Example Stimulus Frames from the Flash Animation File 
 
 
 
Frame 1 of 2 
